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Abstract  
This study sought for the importance and influence of visual text in Lifestyle magazines. 

The aim was to see the importance of visual text for middle-aged women as well as for the 

magazines. It also aimed to understand how the reading of these magazines can affect 

women´s daily life. In the search for these six lifestyle magazines; three Swedish, two Finnish 

and one Danish, were analysed. There were further six interviews conducted were the Swedish 

magazines also were shown. What is found is the similarities the magazines pose even though 

being from different countries. There are some patterns in the visuality that consists. What 

seemed to be most differently between the magazines was the depiction of women. In the 

Swedish magazines all women were smiling but for men it seemed optional. The Danish 

magazine followed this pattern to some extent while the Finnish magazines had full segments 

of women without even a trace of smile.  

The six women interviewed all had their reasons for reading lifestyle magazines. Mostly 

it was to pass time when needed. Although, when reading for fun there had to be some sort 
of interest in the text or subject to be read. Most important though was that there had to 

exist recognizability. The women wanted to relate and recognize themselves in the text. 

This way a meaning was ascribed to the reading. Furthermore, most of them did not reflect 
on how women were depicted. Still though, when asked all women could give an opinion 

on how the women in the magazines looked. What was interesting then was that they gave 
the same description only with different words.    

Keywords; Lifestyle media, Lifestyle magazines, Visual text, Women, Meaning  
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1. Introduction   
The idea of this thesis came to me when I was at the hairdresser. As I was waiting for 

the colour to set in my hair I got a varied set of magazines to read. Mostly there were 

magazines about fashion, beauty and celebrities. But, after reading an article about Kim 

Kardashian and how she now could proudly show herself naked to her husband because she  

had worked out a lot and was “back in shape” I started thinking of the social pressure women 

get from their surroundings. Reading further, more articles about women, their behaviour and 

their looks were scrutinized. With the help of pictures and written text you could understand 

the message that was supposed to be received. The magazine I read was what I would call a  

“gossip magazine” where celebrities often are in focus. Fed up with this judging of women I 

instead started to read magazines directed more towards fashion and lifestyle.  

While browsing through magazines as Cosmopolitan and Amelia I yet again saw a 

certain pattern. These magazines were mostly depicted in light colours with smiling women 

on almost every page. Even the fashion pages had a certain type of depiction. The text is 

affecting the reader and what I felt I saw was an appeal to women on how they should look 

and act. I felt included and yet not included cos I am a woman but I´m not that woman. The 

magazine got me invested with pictures and headlines, but I can´t surely be the only one 

feeling something when reading this kind of media? So, my interest of lifestyle media began.  

Messages and advices about how women should act to be successful or liked by their 

surroundings are being spread through different media sources. Everything from how women 

should dress, put on make-up, work out, eat, have sex etc. is in focus. Today this is commonly 

spread through social media such as Instagram and Snapchat. As a reaction there are a lot of 

studies conducted about young women and how they are affected both mentally and 

physically by this societal pressure. What seems to be forgotten in these studies is the older 

woman. Although, studies have found depression to be a common symptom among older 

women in relation to their health, (Krantz & Östergren 2000), it seems that when research is 

done on women of this age group they are more focused on physical health such as chronic 

pain. Which is why a study about the influence and effect of visual text over women older 

than 35 is important. If science don´t research this then how can it improve life quality in the 

long run? I do believe that in the end a good, bad, happy, boring, sad etc. experience can be 

influential in someone’s life.   
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The Nordic woman is brought up in a country where equality is of key essence. And, 

when looking at gender equality the Nordic region is a front runner. Still though, in this 

region, there is a huge market for lifestyle magazines directed towards women. The ones 

mentioned above who tells women how to act to succeed etc. These magazines are still 

common in various waiting rooms and grocery stores etc. By own experience they are almost 

a custom to the hair salon. And, while some of these magazines targets younger women there 

are still those directed to middle-aged women. These magazines do, usually, have a specific 

depiction of how women should look and be. The picture could vary from magazine to 

magazine, but it could also show the “same woman” in all. With the risk of creating a false 

picture based on societal expectation a feminist or gendered research is needed. Not only for 

future generations but for those already living. If there is a false picture being distributed 

people should know because even though they don´t believe they are being influenced they 

still could be, unconsciously. People saying, “I can´t wear those clothes because they make 

me look fat”. So? Is this a media created phenomenon? Best way to find out is to analyse the 

depiction of women in lifestyle magazines. This can also lead to see what it is that really 

entices women to read these magazines? Maybe they are empowering to women and a good 

read for lifestyle development. In any matter some way the reader finds a meaning to reading 

a text, but how?  

This study will focus on middle-aged women who has come in contact with lifestyle 

magazines but doesn´t necessarily read them on a regular basis. This group has been neglected 

in this kind of research, often focused on younger women. Primarily Swedish women will be 

the subject for this study since they will be interviewed. But, lifestyle media from all Nordic 

countries will be used in the analysis to see if they are somewhat the same or differ a lot in 

patterns. Although, not all Nordic countries will be represented since Norway and Iceland was 

shown to be more distant in data collection than the other countries.   

Furthermore, what must not be forgotten is that there are five countries in the Nordic  

region and it would be negligent to put them all “under the same roof” so to speak. Although, 

the region is of similar culture there are still different countries sporting different values and 

traditions.   
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2. Background  
2.1. History of media use in the Nordic region    

There is only a small part of the Nordic population who doesn´t read newspapers  

on a regular basis. This because people in the Nordic countries has long been avid readers of 

paper media, (Syvertsen et al. 2014 p26). The authors of The Media Welfare State believe the 

people to be very interested in having an updated view of current events since even pop- and 

tabloid newspapers keep a high level of this information in their material, (ibid.). This could 

be important facts for this study since it is one possible explanation of the broad extent of 

paper media and lifestyle magazines today. It shows a pattern of the Nordic people still 

reading paper media. Furthermore, even though different classes exist among the population, 

as it does most where, the people still read the same or similar media, “the degree of cultural 

and political polarization has been low”, (Syvertsen et al. 2014 p24). Something that will also 

be brought up in the previous research of Joke Hermes, (Hermes 1995).  

Being large consumers of culture and books Nordic people usually read for fun  

on their spare time, (Syvertsen et al. 2014 p26), so to say. The fact that magazines are being 

used and read at different social areas might not then come as such a surprise. Enhanced by 

the fact that television view is quite low in this region, all countries but Denmark place on the 

low end of the European scale, (ibid.). Of 25 countries Finland, Sweden and Norway is placed 

21st,22nd respectively 24th with an average of 2.6-2.8 hours TV-viewing a day. Denmark 

however places as number four with an average of 4.0 hours TV-viewing a day, Iceland did 

not participate in the figure, (Nordicom 2010a, fig. 3.21).   

  

 2.2 The making of women and age    
The making of women  

Karin Lövgren writes about how there is an importance in society separating  

women and men, (Lövgren 2016 p7). This separation has been created through appearance 

where for women this has been made evident by attributes such as hair, its colour, style, 

length etc., shoes, the shape and height of the heel and clothes and so on. Lövgren further 

explains how the pant was only worn by men for a long time, but, when women later also 

started to wear them it sparked a question of how to now separate the sexes, (Lövgren 2016 

p7-8). There seem though that these separations traits differ and changes with time, for 
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example, today make-up is something strongly representing women and womanhood, (ibid.).   

 When separating the age groups this is made by words. For example, the  

Swedish word for girl (flicka) is usually defining a female child. Although in some situations 

it can also refer to an unmarried young woman. Which Lövgren means shows the connection 

between age- and sex order and sexuality, (Lövgren 2016 p8). Furthermore, the word girl 

(flicka) can in Swedish also be used as girl (tjej). This refers to women from all ages and 

therefor has a dual meaning, (ibid.). During the 1970s though the meanings of the words 

describing women and their age started to change. Girl (tjej) has come to represent something 

more causal. When using this word though it can harm, in some contexts, more than do good 

causing a wider gap between the sexes. For example, when using the word girl in sporting 

events, instead of woman, it diminishes women in comparison to men, (Lövgren 2016 p9).   

The making of age  

  Age is, just like gender, a social construction that is marked out by different 

attributes such as the body, clothing and hairstyle etc., (Lövgren 2016 p12). Further in 

common with gender is that with age comes certain expectations and norms in how to act. 

What Lövgren means by this is that in “making” age “culture gives people different pictures 

of and the resources to do age”, “People interpret other people´s interpretations” and  

“positions themselves to the pictures of the media”, (Lövgren 2016 p12). When then age 

follows these expectations and norms it becomes invisible; it is natural, (ibid.).   

Furthermore, the signs of belonging to a certain age is found in the treatment  

from others, (Lövgren 2016 p18). Having someone giving up their chair on the bus for you  

for example, could signal that you belong to an older age group. What is said though is that 

media has contributed to the escalation of growing up causing an imploding of the ages 

leaving the middle age, not sure of its meaning, (Lövgren 2016 p19). However, it is worth 

mentioning that there are different kinds of age perception such as chronological age, social 

and cultural age, bodily age etc. Chronological age, for example, is the actual age a person is, 

telling that if one is born the year 2000 that person is 19 years of age today.  

There is a duality in being either young or old. As children one is both  

vulnerable, in need of an upbringing and at the same time fully competent. Old people though 

are seen as obstinate, not wanting to change but also assuring and experienced. What is left 

behind is the “middle ages”. These are now seen as the norm, adulthood, disappearing from 
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the discourses being lesser and lesser problematized. When you are an adult you are middle 

aged, (Lövgren 2016 p13).   

With age people are getting more different from each other, they have different  

income, health, changes class etc. Therefore, when older people are depicted it is hard to 

capture the diversity, (Lövgren 2016 p16). In these depictions it can be preferable to have 

someone of different age creating the depictions. Although, not all appreciate this “from a 

distance” depiction. Lövgren quotes Kierkegaard stating, “life can only be understood 

backwards but it has to be lived forwards”, (Lövgren 2016 p17).   

  

2.2. Previous research   
2.2.1. Women and magazines  

Reading women´s magazines  

In 1995 the Dutch researcher Joke Hermes conducted a study concerning  

women´s magazines. By interviewing several people, she wanted to gain an understanding in 

how these magazines were read and how they “became meaningful for the readers”. Although, 

she wanted to conduct the study “accepting the preferences of those interviewed”, (Hermes 

1995 p2). What she found though was that the magazines were seen to have no cultural value 

and was instead more practical and convenient than meaningful, (Hermes 1995 p143). There 

were further no patterns to find in who reads what magazine since readers were found to be 

unpredictable. Neither was there no connection between a respondent’s choices or 

opportunities and what magazine they read, (Hermes 1995 p144).    

Furthermore, what was found when researching the way in “how women read  

women´s magazines” was that many “non-readers” were critical against the magazines. In 

some cases, they were even critical against the magazine readers too. Although most 

magazine readers had accepted this criticism and chose to ignore it, (Hermes 1995 p29-31).  

However, something positive with women´s magazines were that they are so “putdownable”, 

readers can choose to only read a small bit and then easily put the magazine down, (Hermes 

1995 p32-34).   

Reading the romance  

Janice A. Radway´s study Reading the romance (1984) has been influential to  
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many similar studies conducted over the years. The title of the book transparently shows the 

interest of the study, in centre is the meaning of romance reading of women, (Radway 1991).  

What is stated early is that book buying, and reading, are more popular among women than 

men in America. Because, observers have concluded, middle-class women have both the time 

and money to do so. This leads the research towards questions of the romance-reading 

experience as being “closely tied to the way the act of reading fits within the middle-class 

mother´s day and the way the story itself addresses anxieties, fears, and psychological needs 

resulting from her social and familial position”, (Radway 1991 p45).   

By interviewing different women, with the help of Dorothy Evans, a bookstore  

employee being an expert on romance, Radway is looking for the meaning of romancereading, 

(Radway 1991). In a group conversation Radway asked the question “Can you tell me what 

you escape from?” she got rather interesting answers. Two answers stand out saying they 

escape from “meeting whatever standards or requirements you husband has for you” and that 

the books are “a legitimate excuse to cry and relieve some of the pressure build-up and not be 

laughed at”, (Radway 1991 p95). What was seen by Radway was that these women read 

romance text to “relieve tensions, to diffuse resentment, and to indulge in a fantasy that 

provides them with good feelings that seem to endure after they return to their roles as wives 

and mothers”, (ibid.). The texts work as “compensatory literature giving the women “an 

important emotional realise” since the social role they identify with leaves little room for  

“guiltless/---/individual pleasure”, (Radway 1991 p95-96).  

As a dual research Radway is also conducting a language and narrative  

discourse analysis of the romance genre, (Radway 1991 ch6). She finds it to be using clichés, 

a simple vocabulary and “the most common techniques associated with the nineteenth-century 

realist novel”, (Radway 1991 p189). Even though meaning can´t merely be found in the 

words written on the page of a book it is clear to Radway that this is how the women of the 

study reads the texts, (ibid.). They put meaning in the written word without realizing they are 

linking “linguistic signifiers with meanings they understand or take to be their necessary 

significations”. In other words, the fact that these associations can be “historically or 

culturally relative” has never struck them, (Radway 1991 p190).  

Tilltalande bilder  

Tilltalande bilder is a study Anja Hirdman conducted in 2004. The study looks  

at gender, sexuality and audience in the two Swedish magazines Veckorevyn and Fib akuellt,  
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(Hirdman 2004). What is aimed to find is “how gender is produced and mediated depending 

on which audience is being targeted” (my translation), (Hirdman 2004 p8-9), and “how the 

idea of gender is formulated in relation to sexuality and coexistence” (my translation), 

(Hirdman 2004 p9). What is of importance in conducting this study is the use of pictures, text, 

sound etc. and how it creates meaning to the researcher’s question(s), (Hirdman 2004 p10). 

To find the answers Hirdman is analysing magazines from 1965, 1970, 1975 and 1995, 

(Hirdman 2004).   

What Hirdman concludes is that both magazines are using the woman as a  

symbol for sexuality. It is the female body that holds meaning, (Hirdman 2004 p242). In the 

1970.s clothes and props are being introduced as symbols for sexuality, making the female 

body more sexualized as the female sexuality is more distant, (Hirdman 2004 p243). In 

women´s magazines this is aiming at the desire of “beauty and better bodies”, (Hirdman 2004 

p244). The spreads inside show the reader “how it could be”, (Hirdman 2004 p262) with the 

smiling faces of models in the magazines making the reader feel included and recognized, a 

so-called narcissistic mirror view (my translation) in where the reader sees herself, (Hirdman 

2004 p263).    

The magazines are creating a narcissistic figure constantly looking for self- 

satisfaction in which the illusion of recognizability is enough for the audience to curb in. This 

world of ideas on “how to be” is created by the magazines and consumed by society. The 

confirmation from one’s own gender is contributing in women creating a female audience and 

men creating a male audience that follows the norms created by media, (Hirdman 2004 p282).   

    

2.2.2. Conclusion, what is known about the field of research?   
   Three important studies have been mentioned in this chapter. What is learnt is 

how women read certain texts and how the producers depict their messages. There is a 

sexualizing view of the female body creating a societal anticipation magazine follow. Both 

women and men see “the woman” as the magazines depict her. The difference is that women 

“recognize” themselves in this picture. Furthermore, while both Radway and Hermes are 

looking at the reading of women they are researching different areas. No meaning was found 

with reading “women´s magazines” more than that they were easy to read and was “put 

downable”. There was no need to read all at once, (Hermes 1995). When reading romance 

books though this was seen as an escape to a world of lesser worries, a way for the women to 
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relax, (Radway 1991). In conclusion men and women view womanhood as the same but from 

different angles. And while reading these texts women might recognize themselves but sees 

no value in the reading. If they do it is because the reading can help them to another world for 

a while.   

  

2.3. Problem definitions and aims   
My thesis question revolves around the relation between lifestyle magazines and 

women aged 45-55. What I believe to be most interesting with lifestyle magazines are the use 

of the visual text, a tool surely meant to catch the attention of possible buyers with just a look, 

defined by Denis McQuail as a “publicity model”, (McQuail 2010 p72). Furthermore, there 

are many ways a visual text can create emotions, connotations and associations to different 

parts of a reader´s life. The reader in turn might not be aware of this and therefore could get 

unconsciously influenced. This is something editors can take advantage of by different media 

theories and methods.   

What is further interesting in the reading of these magazines is that people do buy 

them, and they do read them. For what purpose? There are obviously magazines directed 

towards women and many of these targets “older”, or what some might call “middle-aged”, 

women. With a preferable audience being chosen beforehand one can´t keep but wondering 

how the persons in the magazines are being depicted. Below are the questions this study aims 

to answer.  

  

- In what way is visual text presented in Nordic Lifestyle magazines?   

- How does the magazines depict women?  

- How do women ascribe meaning to the text?   

- What entices Swedish women aged 45-55 to read and/or buy lifestyle magazines 

and how does the use of visual text influence them?   

- How can the reading of lifestyle magazines be understood through 

Raisborough´s concept of makeover-culture?  

The aims of this study are to find the importance of visual text for lifestyle 

magazines, to what degree it is important for the readers and to understand how the reading 

can affect women´s daily life. Women are collectively targeted in this field, so why do they 

keep reading the magazines they might not even fit in to? There is a possible paradox in where 
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the magazines assume womanhood and the women assume they are right. But this is just that, 

a possible paradox. This possible assumption of womanhood could be harming to gender 

rights and equality. Furthermore, these questions can find the enticement with lifestyle 

magazines and answer why they are being read.   

2.4. Definitions   
Visual text – By visual text everything that is not words is meant. Pictures,  

colours, text size etc. Even though words can be analysed it is the visuality of it and not what 

it means when you understand the word as language.  

Text – With text the written word is meant. Everything that is read and  

understood as language and letters.   

Spread – The term spread means two pages that are next to each other showing  

the same article.  

These definitions are my own and are placed here so the reader can follow the  

text without confusion. Since, the words can be interpreted in more than one way I want to 

make sure the reader understands what I mean when using them.  

3. Theory   
3.1. Lifestyle media   

The term lifestyle was first used by Austrian psychotherapist Alfred Adler, in  

which he meant lifestyle as a pattern of behaviour, (NE.se). This is supported by the  

Cambridge Dictionary who deems lifestyle to be “someone´s way of living; the things that a 

person or particular group of people usually do”, (dictionary.cambridge.org). But, there are 

many more definitions of lifestyle. This is also what Mikel Jensen writes about in his article 

Defining lifestyle from 2007. He believes there to be a problem with the concept being 

defined in many ways as some say lifestyle is how a person live their life and others mean is  

“the sum of health-related factors”, (Jensen 2007 p64). The author further stresses the fact that 

the concept is being used on four different levels, namely the global level, the structural or 

nation level, the positional or sub-cultural level and the individual level. And is therefore 

important to define, (ibid.). He further exemplifies a quote from Giddens that shows yet 

another definition of lifestyle:   
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“A lifestyle can be defined as a more or less integrated set of practises which an individual  

embraces, not only because such practises fulfil utilitarian need, but because they give material form to a particular 

narrative of self-identity” (Giddens in Jensen 2007 p66).  

  

This study is about lifestyle media and will therefore mostly use Jayne 

Raisborough definition which states, “The solving of ordinary problems, and the ´making 

over´ of ordinary lives, is the very stuff of lifestyle media”, (Raisborough 2011 p4). A 

definition found in Raisborough book lifestyle media and the formation of the self. The  

“makeover” extends to many fields in which Raisborough exemplifies “Pimp my ride”, 

“HomeMade”, “Nanny911” etc., (ibid.). Tv shows that are about helping or fixing everything 

from cars to childcare. Even if Raisborough writes mostly about lifestyle TV the definition 

also includes books, magazines, radio, advertising and so on, (ibid.). As an example, the  

Swedish lifestyle pod “livsstilspodden med My & Sabina” is working towards inspiring 

people to live a healthier and life and to live life to the fullest. They do so by for instance 

meeting “inspiring guests”, or giving pointers on health and training etc., (poddtoppen.se).   

The Danish lecturer Christa Lykke Christensen has also touched the subject of  

lifestyle media deeming lifestyle to be a part of a late modern “makeover-culture”, (Lykke 

Christensen 2008 p24), which also Raisborough mentions, (Raisborough 2011 p 49-52). The 

premise is that on the one hand both everyday life and the body becomes object for a 

reflexivity where one is always improving and want inspiration to do so. And on the other 

hand, one becomes assured through media that this self-improvement is accepted though the 

norms of society, (Lykke Christensen 2008 p24). The making-over could then be compared to 

becoming a woman, since, as explained in the section below, a person does not have a born 

identity but rather becomes it. Meaning that lifestyle media is producing a picture of the  

“perfect woman” or “womanhood” which women then, because of this makeover-culture, 

would follow. They want to become her, an everchanging picture.   

  

3.2. Gender theory  
“One is not born, but rather becomes, a woman” a quote from Simone Beauvoir’s 

1949 book The second sex, (Beauvoir 2002 p325). In here she explains her theory of 

becoming by exemplifying young girls and their road to “becoming women”. She means that 

girls are “forced” in to the category of women by others from an early age, (Beauvoir 2002 
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p326). Which, according to professor Nina Lykke, also means that young boys go through the 

same social behaviour, (Lykke 2009 p68). While growing up boys can be subjected to 

situations where a distinction is made between them and women. By saying things as “that´s 

women’s work, we are men, we don´t do that” or “let the women handle that” the impression 

that men are superior to women is evident. Men are viewed as the superior sex and therefor 

are expected to “do more”, (Beauvoir 2002 p328). This also show young women that they are 

not worth as much as men nor can they do what men can do. Creating a culturally learnt 

behaviour traveling generation to generation.   

While both sexes are “forced” into their respective categories, man or woman, 

women have always had the same terms when creating her character, (Beauvoir 2002 p698). 

Through time women have been seen on one hand as temptresses and on the other as created 

to serve and satisfy men. (Beauvoir 2002 p 133) etc. You could say this has contributed to the 

creation of the female character calling her “hypocrite”, being “captious”, to have “no sense 

for truth and precision” etc, (Beauvoir 2002 p698). Which is a result of the situation women 

have been put in, (ibid.). Women are perceived as not having the same sense as men and are 

not to be trusted in some areas.  

Beauvoir problematises sex as constructed referring it to be determined when we are 

born. But, it´s not only Beauvoir who is interested in how sex and gender comes to be. 

Another ground breaker in this subject is American gender theorist and philosopher Judith 

Butler. She has contributed to the gender and sexuality area tremendously with her 

development of both gender- and queer theory. Her books Gender Trouble, (1990), and  

Undoing Gender, (2004),   

Butler separated sex and gender claiming gender to be a social and cultural 

construction while sex is a normative one. In the meantime, there are hegemonies that 

conducts which norms to follow. For example, according to Butler, there exists a heterosexual 

hegemony that dictates heterosexuality as the norm. Other sexualities, such as homosexuality, 

are not the norm and therefore are not “normal to practice”, (Butler 1993). Here you find the 

saying stating white middle-aged men to be relieved of discrimination and sexism etc.  

because they fit in to the most important hegemonies of society.   

  

3.3. The reading of signs and meaning  
Semiotics is essentially the study of signs in which philosopher and semiotician  
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Charles Morris have stated that “under conditions of semiosis every object can become a sign 

to a given interpreter”. Which in length also means that if there are no interpreter the signs 

“cease to exist as sign”, (Nöth 1990 p81). Morris further develop the semiotics by explaining 

semantics as dealing with “the signification of sings in all modes of signifying”, (Nöth 1990 

p104).   

There are three messages to consider when working with image analysis and  

semiotics; the linguistic message, the symbolic message and the literal message, (Barthes 

1977 p152-163). When looking at an image with a linguistic message it can be both 

connotational and denotational. The first things to see could be captions and/or headlines etc. 

being disposed naturally into the “scene” of the image. What is needed to understand this 

message is merely a knowledge of the language used. Further though, the word written can 

lead to another signified creating a deeper message, (Barthes 1977 p153).   

If the linguistic message is taken away what is left to see is the “pure image”. 

Here the receiver first decides what they see, (Barthes 1977 p153). For example, an image of a 

couple putting together an Ikea furniture could represent “the building of furniture”. The 

receiver of this image needs some knowledge of the things they see to encode the symbolic 

message. In this image a cultural knowledge could be essential. For example, the putting 

together of an Ikea furniture is jokingly seen in Sweden as a proof of a sustainable 

relationship. But, for a Nigerian this might not make any sense. This is a Swedish, possibly 

western, view based on cultural heritage, (ibid.).   

The third message, the literal, represents the things seen, “the real objects in the  

scene”, (Barthes 1977 p154). It is an uncoded message filled with signs or, as Barthes writes, 

“the paradox/---/of a message without a code, (ibid.). This is a denotative message since all 

needed to understand this is our knowledge together with our perceptions. Important though is 

that the receiver know what an image is as much as they know the objects portrayed, e.g. Ikea, 

furniture etc., (ibid.). This means that what you see is what it is. In the image described above 

there is a furniture, a couple and Ikea. A person can understand this by knowing about the 

objects. Connotations are not necessary since, it doesn´t matter what comes to mind when 

understanding the picture only what is purely seen.  

While the linguistic message can stand on its own the two latter is more  

complicated, (Barthes 1977 p154). The message of these two comes what you might say at the 

same time. When looking at an image one starts to connote and denote simultaneously. For 

example, if one sees a picture of a dog connotations to dog, e.g. barking, cuddly and fetch 
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etc., comes together with the denotation “this is a dog”. What is decided though is “that the 

literal image is denoted, and the symbolic message is connoted”, (Barthes 1977 p155).  

  

3.4. Audience theory   
When completing this research interviews with six women will be conducted. And, 

even though the respondents are not continuously readers of lifestyle magazines they are a 

part of the audience created while reading. For this reason, a basic introduction to audience 

theory is needed. This is then followed by an explanation of reception studies.  

An audience could be defined in many ways. It could consist of persons belonging to 

a social group, a place where a content is viewed or a time when it is seen etc. (McQuail 2010 

p398). The concept can also point to an audience the producer thought of when creating the 

content, an “audience as ´the people addressed´”, (McQuail 2010 p399) However, the research 

of the audience has moved on from the producer´s perspective to the one of the receivers, 

(McQuail 2010 p404). Meaning the audience is no longer a passive victim of the mass media 

but an active chooser of their media experience. In other words, the imagined audience is not 

surely the one receiving the message anymore, (McQuail 2010 p405). There are many 

different relevant concepts of audience research. The available audience, an audience with 

basic skills and/or reception capability, and the target audience, a, by the source, singled out 

section of a potential audience, (McQuail 2010 p413), is the two of central in this study.  

Furthermore, there are three kinds of traditions in audience research; structural,  

behavioural and cultural. The structural tradition aims to “describe composition; enumerate; 

relate to society”, the behavioural one searches to “explain and predict choices” and the 

cultural wants to “understand meaning of content received and of use in context”, (McQuail 

2010 p406). The last one will be explained futher in the section below.  

  

3.4.1 Receptions studies   
Cultural studies have had an interest in reception studies for some time. One of the  

reasons is the belief that “semiotic practices, social forms, and ideological frames operating 

within specific cultural contexts and historical moments configure human subjectivity”, 

(Machor & Goldstein 2001 p203). This has led to an interest in analysing the way in how  

“media have constructed the subjectivities of readers, viewers and listeners” and the “impact 

of mass communication research”, (ibid.).   
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The “audience-media” relation has been subjected to investigation in mass 

communication ever since it started during the 1930.s and 1940.s. What was sought to search 

first was the effect the media had on its audience with the model of “sender-messagemedium-

receiver”. This model, dominantly used in audience studies, believed the audience to be 

passive receivers and was later challenged by the “uses and gratification approach”. This 

approach instead showed, by applying psychological models, that the audience response 

differed from the intended purpose of the producers, (Machor & Goldstein 2001 p204). The 

audience is believed to be made up of a wide group of different people, with no ties between 

them, that has the possibility to form and re-form based on “media-related interest, need or 

preference”, (McQuail 2010 p410). This need is usually that of “information, relaxation, 

companionship, diversion or ‘escape’”, (McQuail 2010 p423).   

The approach above searches for “why/---/ people use media” and for what they use 

it, (ibid.). What is presupposed here, by functionalist sociology, is that media is used for 

personal guidance and identity formation etc, (ibid.). The approaches of reception study have 

been challenged and changed through time leading to a retheorization of reception where the 

active audience model became central. What is in focus is the reception as “diverse arrays of 

particular experiences constituted by the social positions, interpretive practises, and culturally 

constructed subjectivities of viewers and readers”, (Machor & Goldstein 2001 p205). It is 

through the eyes of the reader that the text brings meaning and pleasure. The meaning also 

comes from “interpretative communities” since media use is often “situation-specific” and 

oriented towards social tasks, (McQuail 2010 p406). Furthermore, this theory stresses the fact 

that an audience is never passive, but it is also never equal. Some will always know more than 

others due to different factors. In sum the cultural tradition of reception theory is to 

understand the content received and how the content is used in context.   

  

3.6. Conclusion of theories  
  This study is using three main theories to explain the result. Gender theory 

assumes women as being socially constructed. This theory both helps to see a possible pattern 

of a created women and offers an explanation to the semiotics. Which is why this theory is 

also applied. What this mean is that the connotations and denotations to specific words or 

pictures cannot only be analysed but also found in these theories. Furthermore, the semiotics 

developed by Barthes gives three messages to consider; the linguistic-, the symbolic-, and the 
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literal message. Meaning it makes it possible to analyse not only what is purely objectively 

seen in an image but also what message(s) the reader sees based on their knowledge and 

experiences. Because of cultural differences, for example, a message from a Swedish culture 

might not be found by a reader from a Nigerian culture.   

Since, it is the readers that are targeted in this study audience theory with a focus on 

reception studies have been used to give a wide theoretical view of the audience analysed. The 

theory gives a basic understanding of how an audience works and who it can consist of,  

e.g. persons, a place, a time etc. But, since there are many different concepts and traditions in 

audience research this study chose to work further with the cultural studies tradition. Zooming 

in on reception studies it aims to find the reason why a text is read or what it is used for. This 

theory has though been challenged many times resulting in the reshaping of the concept 

reception making the active audience model central. Meaning it is the audience that actively 

chooses what to read.  

 A basic ontology needed to understand this study is the belief in social constructions. 

It is argued in this study that gender is a product of this and without accepting it the study 

won´t be seen as reliable. Furthermore, there is also a need to see the meaning of words as 

changeable through time and place. A word doesn´t necessarily mean the same thing today, 

2019, as it did in the 1960.s. Without accepting this premise, one cannot accept the result as it 

is.    

   

4. Methodology  
4.1. Material    

My material consists of six interviews with six Swedish women, and six lifestyles 

magazines. The magazines consist of three Swedish, two Finnish and one Danish, which I will 

analyse with the help of a gender perspective, semiotics and a visual text analysis. The 

magazines will represent three Swedish-, two Finnish- and one Danish lifestyle media 

perspectives. That´s to say the magazines cannot be responsible for representing the whole 

country of origin. Furthermore, the interviews will be analysed with the help of semiotics, 

audience theory and reception analysis.  
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In 2018 the most popular magazines for women in the age group 45-55 were Amelia, 

Hälsa, Hänt extra, I form, Må Bra, Tara and Top Hälsa, (Sifo 2018 p6). I will however not 

use all of those magazines since some of them are directed to a special field in lifestyle media, 

namely health. Instead the magazines in focus of my research will be the Swedish lifestyle 

magazines Amelia, Femina and Tara, Menaiset and Anna from Finland and Søndag from 

Denmark. These magazines are directed towards women and specifically women over 40.  

Even though the health magazines dominate as the most popular magazines among 45-55- 

year olds in Sweden they do not give a general representation of lifestyle as more than health. 

Which is why they have been excluded from the study. As the magazines chosen for the study 

includes different fields of lifestyle they are more ideal to use than the most popular ones.   

Representing the magazines for the analysis will be the March /April issues1. The  

Swedish magazines have been purchased at a common grocery store in central Halmstad, the 

Finnish ones were given to me by a Finnish friend and the Danish magazine was bought on 

the Rødby-Puttgarden fairy. I have chosen these magazines because of their generalization of 

women and their broad content in which they also represent what they believe to be the most 

typical lifestyle traits of middle-aged women. Furthermore, the reason for the uneven 

magazine selection is the availability. I only had the possibility to gain access to two Finnish 

magazines and one Danish. With this one can argue that the magazines are not truly 

representative to their country in the Nordic context, there is no way of determining a pattern 

when using only one sample. However, these magazines can still show a difference in media 

depiction since they all target the same age group. The study then focuses somewhat on “the 

magazine from another country” rather than “the magazine representing the country”. There is 

still a value in this selection but, as mentioned above, through the perspective of the 

magazine. The Danish lifestyle magazine will represent that magazine´s Danish lifestyle 

media perspective.  

Furthermore, the interviews were conducted in a semi structured way, (Bryman 2016 

p468), with approximately 45-80 minutes each. The participating women were all from 

Sweden and ranged between the ages of 46-53. This because the magazines used targets 

women in this age.     

   

                                                 
1 The March/April issues used are available from the end of March/Beginning of April, they are not necessarily representing 

the month rather than describes when they have been edited.  
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4.2. Methodology  
I am only using qualitative methods for my research since the study looks at how the 

visual text is depicted and what entices middle-aged women to read lifestyle magazines. A 

quantitative method would of course be of use to further study patterns in the visual text, but, 

the main aim is still to look for meaning and why women read. Because of this visual text 

analysis, semiotics and interviews has been chosen to be the main tools.   

The use of a visual text analysis will be shown to cover a lot of bases in my research.  

Lifestyle magazines directed towards women are (in my opinion) making use of the visual  

text to a great extent. Using colours, size, placing etc. in different ways make magazines stand 

out. This analysis tool helps the study to see how the visual text is used. Both when creating 

articles, covers body text and do on. Because, when choosing a magazine, the first thing one 

see is the cover. This method can therefore also help see how the visual text is used in 

attracting readers, what is most important. When combined with gender theory a stereotype of 

what women is assumed to want and supposed to act according to these magazines is also 

possible to find.   

Furthermore, since I am using magazines from other countries where I don´t know 

the language, e.g. Finland, the content of the texts will be inaccessible to some extent. When 

analysing the cover and some headlines of the Finnish magazines I took help from a Finnish 

friend to translate. This made it possible for me to see and find connections between written 

text and visual text. When it came to the Danish magazine I relied on my own knowledge of 

the language, which was sufficient enough for this study. Still though, some things get lost in 

translation, which became evident when translating. But, with the headlines being in reach in 

the magazines semiotics was chosen to be included as a method.  

By using semiotics, I can analyse the relationship between picture and word in a 

closer content. It opens the possibility to see what is important or not important in a text and 

which messages to find. However, what will be focused on with this method is pictures, 

symbols and to some part words of headlines and connotations. Because the method will also 

be used to analyse the interviews. Of course, there is a limitation to the analysis since only 

connotations and associations between word, picture and personal experience can be reached.  

There will not be possible to analyse the written word itself and what meaning that has or is 

intended to have. Since, much to find by this method in this study is how a text becomes 
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meaningful for its reader. Due to the possibility of mixed messages the study will therefore 

stay at the respondent’s opinion.   

What could further challenge this study is the fact that I, the researcher, am from  

Sweden. This can affect the analyse process since the cultural knowledge can “cloud one’s 

judgement”. When looking at the material I will see it from my perspective with my “Swedish 

glasses”. Being aware of this though I worked consciously to be as objective as possible. For 

example, when I noticed that not that many women smiled in the Finnish magazines as a 

contrast to the others, I talked to a Finnish friend of mine. Having adequate knowledge of 

both Finland and Sweden the reasons behind me reacting to this and the reason why it may be 

like this were discussed. This way I could also decide if I were clouded by my culture or if it 

was a fair observation. I must state though that I do not personally believe in full objectivity 

and can therefore not say I was not influences by my own culture, although I worked with 

awareness to minimize it.  

Finally, to gain maximum knowledge in this study interviews with six different  

women will be conducted. The women are in the age group of 45-55, since this is my “target 

group”, and have all been exposed to lifestyle magazines in one way or another. This target 

group is purely chosen for personal interest, since, I am, as a researcher, interested in this 

agegroup. Furthermore, the women do not have to be frequent readers of lifestyle magazines 

since this research seeks to find the influence these magazines have on women not if they read 

them. In my opinion to get a steady and reliable result interviews are one of the best methods 

to use. It is after all these women who are exposed to these magazines, they are their “target 

group”. Therefor their answers, straight forward or not, is of value. If the magazines ten affect 

women between the age of 45-55 it is preferable to speak with them. I will conduct the 

interviews semi structured so that there is room for more information to be discovered. It is of 

course possible for these women to have opinions of their own reading that I haven´t thought 

of. Which is why I don´t want to limit the interviews by a full structured approach.  

Furthermore, the women interviewed are all Swedish. This, of course, limits the 

study from getting a full Nordic perspective woman wise. Then again, these six women does 

not give a full Swedish perspective either but a perspective from their own experiences and 

thoughts as Swedish women. In combination with analysing other Nordic lifestyle magazines 

a picture of similarities and differences can be created.  
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4.2. Methods used  
I will analyse six lifestyle magazines with the help of a gender perspective, semiotics 

and visual text analysis. Pictures and headlines will be the focus of the visual text analysis. 

Looking at relations, composition, depiction etc. of the visual text this tool will help to see 

how visual text is used in the magazines. The semiotics will further be used to understand the 

relations between text and picture as well as headlines and sublines.  

 Since, semiotics works with connotations and denotations this method will also be 

used to analyse the interviews. The need for using this theory came during the interview 

sessions. When being asked to browse through the magazines there was talk about what a text 

meant to the respondent. Having their personal and cultural knowledge etc. the semiotics will, 

through connotations and denotations, be used to find what a text means for the reader.  

  

4.3.1 Visual text analysis   
For my analysis of the magazines I will use visual text analysis. Lifestyle  

magazines are built and directed towards a certain group of people with the help of pictures 

and layouts etc. with the pictures being communicative, i.e. they have a message to convey, 

(Bergström & Boréus 2014 p21).   

I have chosen to only focus of some of the main tools of visual text analysis  

when analysing the magazines, namely Vertical and Horizontal perspectives, Distance, 

Actions, Conceptual processes and Composition. These also relates to the second method, 

semiotics, since the way in how an image is built is the essential of Barthes semiotics. The 

above tools work with the framing of the image, which will be seen below, and can therefore 

depict different messages or relations to the reader.   

Vertical and Horizontal perspectives is achieved with the help of the camera  

angle, (Björkvall 2014 p314). Both vertical perspectives and horizontal perspective is of 

importance because of the power relation it can create. There are three main tools in both 

vertical horizontal perspectives. For the vertical ones the high angle is used to give the reader 

the power, the low angle is used to give the depicted the power and the level angle creates an 

equal relation between the reader and the depicted, (Björkvall 2014 p314-315). And for the 

horizontal perspective the back angle and side angle work as excluding traits while the front 

angle is including, (ibid.).  

It is not only the camera angle that need to be thought of when analysing visual  
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text but also the distance. It is a symbolic way to show how close the reader is to the depicted. 

Personal distance shows a closeup of the head and, maximum, the shoulders of the depicted, 

giving the reader a more personal relation with the text, (Björkvall 2014 p319). When taking a 

step back and cropping the picture at, for example, the knees a social distance is implied. It 

limits the reader to a social relation as one has with their neighbours and acquaintances etc., 

(ibid.). When taking distanced pictures, the depicted is portrayed as a stranger usually by a 

full body pose that doesn’t take up a lot of the full picture, less than half, (ibid).   

In a picture there are also sometimes actions being taken that the reader must  

relate to. The first two actions, statement or question, seeks to give information to the reader.  

For example, “it´s raining outside” (statement) or “is it raining outside?” (question). The other 

two are instead offering or demanding objects and services from the reader, this is made by 

offers or exhortations, (Björkvall 2014 p320-321).   

What needs to furthermore be considered is the part of conceptual processes. A  

carrier (my translation) (Björkvall 2014 p328), represents the whole of a picture while the 

attributes are the parts of the hole, (ibid.). If one looks at a picture of a woman playing golf 

the woman is the carrier and the golf clubs, -bag, -glove etc. is the attributes. The attributes are 

signs of identity you could say, (Björkvall 2014 p328-329).   

Lastly, the composition of a visual text could be of great importance. Up, down,  

right and left influence how a reader sees the text. For example, information set in the right 

side of a text is expected to be new information while information set on the left side should 

be already known. This is often called information value analysis (my translation), (Björkvall 

2014 p334-335). The placement of the parts of a text could also indicated that some parts 

belong together and some don´t. This is realized with delimitation or connection, (Björkvall 

2014 p335). By using framing, distance, overlap and visual rhyme etc this is achieved,  

(Björkvall 2014 p339). Visual rhyme is created when one part of a text “rhymes” with another 

by matching for example colour or shapes etc., (Björkvall 2014 p341).  

If you want a text to be extra visible then other tools as size, colour, focus,  

symbols etc. are great techniques to use, (Björkvall 2014 p340). A text that is enhanced and in 

bold colours is more easily seen and could also, as a result, be interpreted as more important.  

Essentially when part of a text “pop” and is expected to be seen first you could say that has 

the most important message.   
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4.3.2 The reading of signs and meaning  
In a semiotic way of thinking pictures are open messages compared to verbal  

text. But, “the semiotic context of pictures has the function to reduce this interpretative 

openness”, (Nöth 1990 p453). In the relation between text and image Barthes distinguishes 

two main types, anchorage and relay. Anchorage means that the text is directing the reader 

through the image towards a “meaning chosen in advance”. While relay gives text and image 

a complementary relationship, (Nöth 1990 p453-454) (Barthes 1977 p156-157). Further types 

to have in mind are pictorial exemplification where the picture supports the text and gain a 

higher informational value and mutual determination where the verbal text gets the 

opportunity to direct the interpretation of the picture at the same time as the picture is 

necessary to understand the words.  

Furthermore, symbols can be of connotational sign, (Nöth 1990 p115). Meaning  

that it has a secondary meaning to the signifier, (ibid.), it could either be of, for example, 

essential meaning or cryptic meaning. By saying a symbol is of essential meaning it means it 

has “some deeper layer of meaning as opposed to its more trivial surface content”, (Nöth 1990 

p119). Cryptic meaning on the other hand means that the symbol has some hidden, cryptic 

and inscrutable content that is to be interpreted, (ibid.).   

  

4.3.3 Interviews    
Six Swedish women were interview for this study. Derived from their view on  

lifestyle media and their reading of three specific magazines the interviews were conducted 

through a semi structured model with seven basic questions, (Bryman 2916 p468). Not all 

questions were used in all interviews since some women answered these questions before they 

were asked. The first question I asked though was “What do you think of when I say lifestyle 

magazines”. To continue the interviews and understand the answers as they are meant, it is 

important for the study to first understand the women´s own interpretation of what they 

believe lifestyle magazines to be. If this is not first explored the risk is, since lifestyle have 

many definitions, that the answers will be wrongly interpreted, and the result is compromised. 

The focus of the questions was to see what the women though of the magazines (Amelia, 

Femina, Tara), what they wanted to read and why, their opinion on the depiction of women 

and who they believed to read these.   

Due to convenience three interviews took place at the respondents work place  
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and the other three were at the home of the interviewees. Furthermore, the interviews lasted 

approximately between 50-70 minutes and were recorded with consent. I decided to conduct 

the interviews in Swedish since both the respondent and I are native in that language. The 

transcription was made in English for the analysis.   

To find participants for this study I put out a verbal request to my mother’s  

acquaintances as well as my own. Six women answered positively to my request, all Swedish. 

However, there were two important criterions to follow. Firstly, the participants had to 

identify themselves as women. And secondly, they had to be no older than 55 years old and 

no younger than 45. When this was meet and the women confirmed their participation the 

interviews were booked. The interviews were conducted during the span of a week with one 

being re-booked for the weekend due to hindrances. The result of these interviews cannot 

represent all Nordic women. That why it is important to underline that the analysis and 

discussion are based on these six women´s answers. They can only stand for what these 

respondents believe or what their opinion is. There are, of course, other methods that would 

have increased the reliability of the results as a general study, e.g. ethnographic methods, 

(Bryman 2016 p466). But, the result of the interviews still gives this study an important and 

reliable value.  

Before starting the interviews, the women were informed about the study, what  

part their answers would play and how the interviews would be conducted. Further, they were 

told their participation was voluntary and that they could, whenever they wanted, terminate 

the interview. No one was forced, nor should they be, to finish once started. It is also 

important that the respondents know how their information will be handled. I recorded the 

interviews on my cell phone as a file only I could get to. This information was also given to 

the respondents. Although, some of them were already curious how the information would be 

used. Since, many of them didn´t want anybody to listen to the recording I assured them only 

I would listen. And after being transcribed by me the interviews were erased.  

The information gained with the interviews is only to be used in this study and  

will then be destroyed. There is no need for the information to be saved which was disclosed 

to the respondents as well. When given all this information the respondent could finally give 

an informed consent to participate, or not, in the study. All according to the four main 

demands of the Swedish science council. (Vetenskapsrådet 2002 p7-14).   
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5. Analysis  
In this chapter the result and analysis will be presented. Because of the dual  

material this will be divided into a two-part result and analysis section. First the result and 

analysis of the interviews will be presented and then the result and analysis of the magazines. 

Both sections start with a short text presenting the two parts and ends with a concluding text 

giving a shortened but full description of the findings. Since, there is a difference in the 

material the magazine results and analysis will be presented first. After this there will be an 

in-depth section representing the Swedish view of lifestyle magazines.   

What follows for the interviews is a five-part analysis describing five different  

categories; The visual text; Effects and influences, Why read, Finding meaning in the text, 

Depiction of women and Who reads these magazines, Why? The categories were based on the 

research questions “What entices Swedish women aged 45-55 to read and/or buy lifestyle 

magazines and how does the use of visual text influence them?”, “How does the magazines 

depict women” and “How do women ascribe a meaningful relation to the text?”. The reason 

for this was to make a systematically text easy to follow. Furthermore, the respondents have 

been given altered names to protect their identities, (Vetenskapsrådet 2002 p12-13). Using 

names also makes it easier for the reader to follow the text.  

For the magazine analysis a division with five different categories has also been  

made. These categories follow the inside of each magazine as they are analysed separately. 

Firstly, though there will be a focus on the cover also showing its picture, so the reader can 

keep up with the text more easily.   

  

  

5.2. The magazines  
Below follows the analysis of the magazines. They have been divided by first  

analysing the cover and then the content. This too has been parted in five different categories; 

Informational and presentational text boxes, Depiction of people, Visual patters, Experts and 

Coaches and Recipe´s. Furthermore, a picture of the cover from the magazine analysed has 

been put beside the text for the reader to see.   

The magazines have a broad target group among them. Amelia are looking for  
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readers between the ages of 20-49 while Tara is targeting 40-59-year olds, (Ocast 2018). 

Femina was the only magazine not finding readers in more age groups, their target group 

consisted of 53-year olds, (ibid.). However, all magazines are angled towards women, which 

also fit in with their readers profile, middle aged women. When it comes to the Finnish 

magazines Anna did not share their target group nor did any other forum while Menaiset is 

searching for women between the ages of 25-44, (Sanoma 2019) and Søndag is outspokenly 

writing for the middle-aged woman, 40-60 years old, (Allermediesalg.dk).  

  

5.2.1. Amelia (Sweden)  

Cover  

When looking at the cover of Amelia what is most enhanced is  

the name of the magazine. It has its recognizable font in red letters and is 

the biggest part of the cover. Furthermore, the name is also composed over 

the person depicted. Besides the name of the magazine another headline is 

standing out by also having big, bold and bright red colours, namely “101 

super tips for skin and hair”. By using these fonts and colours etc. this 

headline is probably what the reader is supposed to be drawn to, (Björkvall 2014 p340). Since 

the text is also written in Swedish the only criteria needed to understand it is to know  

Swedish. And, while there is room for argument whether the text is “naturally disposed into 

the scene” or not it is still placed in a way that could be natural for lifestyle magazine covers. 

This creates a linguistic message where the reader finds their own connotations and 

denotations, (Barthes 1977 p152-153), and through their own eyes find meaning and pleasure 

of the text, (McQuail 2010 p406).  

Depicted on the cover of the magazine is Swedish fashion profile Sofi Fahrman. 

Photographed in a close-up from a levelled- and front angle the reader is put in a relation 

equal to her, (Björkvall 2014 p314-315). She is also depicted in such a close-up that it is 

almost impossible for the reader to get any closer giving a standard example of an including 

picture with a personal distance, (Björkvall 2014 p319). When it comes to the composition of 

the text it is placed above and around the profile but is kept away from her face and centre. 

She is also smiling in the picture which could be seen as a sign of welcome towards the 

reader.   

On the right side of the picture there is a text revealing the fashion profile´s  
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name creating a relation between text and picture, (Björkvall 2014 p341). This relay relation 

could also go for the “101 super tips for skin and hair” and the fashion profile since the first 

thing you see is this text and the picture of Sofi. Her hair has clearly been styled and she has 

light make-up on making the reader connect the two in an unconscious way, (Nöth 1990 

p453-454) (Björkvall 2014 p339).  

Inside the magazine: Amelia  

Informational and presentational text boxes  

What is visible when turning the pages of Amelia is the use of small  

informational and/or presentational text boxes. These boxes usually provide tip´s and advices 

or information deemed necessary for the segment. The latter type of text box can be seen in 

the lower right corner on page 39 of Amelia. Here information about the names of the people, 

their age and family situation and where they live and what they work with is given. Their 

names have also been put in a bold text with only capital letters marking what should be extra 

visible for the reader, (Björkvall 2014 p340). This is a basic presentational text box providing 

an overview for the reader. It is now apparent who this article is about. This style applies to 

all persons of an article in this magazine which is evident on page 28 where even Sofi 

Fahrman has this presentational text. She is a famous Swedish fashion profile which could 

make one think she doesn´t need to be presented. The only thing that differs from her 

presentational box and the one on page 39 is that she has the additional category called  

“topical”, explaining what she is up to right now. This could be to not only “catch” the 

interest of the target audience but also the available audience, (McQuail 2010 p413). Since 

Amelia is targeting women it is fair to assume that not all women know who Sofi Fahrman is 

and therefore by having these presentational boxes a bigger audience can be “caught”.  

The other type of text, the tip´s text, is visible on page 98 where the reader gets  

to read “Petra´s tip´s to women who wants to make a career in the military”. Here Petra is 

answering three questions posed by the writer. The text is separated from the rest of the article 

and marked out by a medium blue background colour. This shows the box to belong to the 

text but still standing on its own, (Björkvall 2014 p335). The headline is further in red and 

bold with the questions Petra is answering in a bold black smaller text possibly taking the 

attention of the reader first, (Björkvall 2014 p335) (Björkvall 2014 p339). These 

informational boxes are usually set up to make the information “easy to take in”. By, for 
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example, mixing bold and simple text as they do in the box about the military tip´s or by 

putting the information in a bulleted list, showing on page 94. In the last five centimetres or so 

on this page there is a bulleted list separated from the main text with a red line. The text is 

then further marked with numbers, 1-5, followed by a small bold headline in with a short text 

below. These texts are also separated with lines in between them showing that they represent 

different information, (Björkvall 2014 p335).   

Depiction of people  

On page 38-39 there is a spread showing two people on each page sitting on  

opposite sides of a couch holding a tablet respectively a computer with a caption urging the  

reader to “try a screen free relationship”. The people depicted looks down at their screens and 

are turned from each other. Between them are a small white text explaining the picture to be a  

“before” picture. The text shows the reader that the picture has symbols of essential meaning 

since it does have a deeper meaning than what is depicted. The tablet for example does not 

only symbolize a tablet but also a strain on family life, (Nöth 1990 p119). Furthermore, 

situated on the right side is another image showing the two persons again now with two small 

children. They are both portrayed from the front in a levelled angle, (Björkvall 2014 

p314315), looking straight into the camera smiling. This picture is much smaller than the 

former one and is captured as in a polaroid picture. In the left corner is a caption stating 

“relaxed “småbarnsfamilj2””. Here is a personal relation is created since the picture is taken 

from the waste up, (Björkvall 2014 p319). The former one was still enhanced but the persons 

were depicted with a full body sitting down looking away from the camera showing a 

distanced picture or possible social distance, (Björkvall 2014 pp319). There is a directing 

message of the correlation between a good and relaxed relationship and a “screen free one”. 

When the people have their screens they hardly acknowledge one another looking away from 

each other. But when the screens are gone what is left is a happy and relaxed family again 

showing the essential meaning behind the picture, (Nöth 1990 p119).  

Page 114 is hosting an article that is further enhanced with pictures of whom it  

is about, in this case two mothers. Also, here the reader gets a small presentation of the 

mothers who are both portrayed in a front- and levelled angle, (Björkvall 2014 p314-315), 

looking straight into the camera. The pictures of the mothers are put close next to each other, 

                                                 
2 The word means literally a family with toddlers. Although the word loses its full meaning when he translated.    
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(p115), and holds the reader at a personal distance, (Björkvall 2014 p319). Furthermore, in 

both pictures the mothers are the carriers, but the attributes differ, the part of the picture 

showing the carriers identity you could say, (Björkvall 2014 p328-329). In the first picture, 

left, there is a dog sitting next to mother which can work to show the reader how caring she is. 

The background is also blurred out, but the reader can still see a picture of the woman´s 

children hanging on the wall behind her. Both an attribute to the picture, (ibid.), and a way to 

make the mother extra visible in the picture, (Björkvall 2014 p340). It does enhance the 

picture of the woman as a mother but also shows that the article is about her and not the 

children.   

The other picture, right, shows the woman on her job. Already here the reader  

gets a notion of a strong, independent woman. She is depicted sitting down behind a desk 

looking into the camera from a front- and levelled angle, (Björkvall 2014 p314-315). Behind 

her is a painting of an elephant painting and one off a tiger, two powerful actors of the animal 

kingdom. The woman herself is wearing a zebra patterned shirt. This enhances the message of 

her being a strong woman that can take care of herself. Furthermore, she has taken off her 

glasses that are now laying on the table in front of her and the white keyboard. Giving the 

picture a more relaxed tone. Showing herself through the attributes, (Björkvall 2014 

p328329).  

In this magazine there is also an article about a female elite soldier. Three  

pictures are used as a compliment to the text, one on page 97 and two on page 98. The first 

picture, (p97), shows the soldier smiling from a personal distance in a front- and levelled 

angle, (Björkvall 2014 p314-315), wearing her uniform. Turning the page, (p98), though there 

is a picture at the bottom showing the soldier climbing through a squared hole in her military 

uniform. The caption is “to be an elite soldier you have to have a top physique”. Here the 

woman is the carrier and we see her attributes, her uniform, (Björkvall 2014 p328-329). This 

contributes to the reader not only seeing a military but also a woman “breaking barriers” 

stepping out of her gendered role, (Beauvoir 2002 p698). Again, the reader connotes and 

denoted the messages in the image creating their own picture. The possibility here is to see the 

“pure” image before reading the text. What is needed is some knowledge, e.g. militaries are 

not traditionally female etc., to encode the symbolic message and “decide what is depicted”, 

(Barthes 1977 p153).   

Above the picture on page 98 is another picture showing the same woman on an  
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assignment in Afghanistan. She is sitting down in a front/half side angle the picture is taken 

from a levelled angle with her looking into the camera, (Björkvall 2014 p314-315). The 

picture is taken from a personal distance with her being on the left side of the frame, 

(Björkvall 2014 p319). Behind her covering the right side of the frame is, supposedly, five 

afghani children, three females and two males, looking at the woman possibly attributing her 

as a mother, (Björkvall 2014 p328-329). Which Simone Beauvoir problematises in her 1949 

book The second sex.  

Visual patterns  

What seems to be typical in Amelia is the way of displaying beauty products. 

Here the products are put close together with an assigned number to each of them. Matching 

numbers are then placed around the products with the name of the product and a short 

information text creating a visual rhyme, (Björkvall 2014 p341), page 81 for example. 

Furthermore, there are two comments that have a dotted line to the product it is referring to 

enhancing the visual rhyme even more, (ibid.). What is also added to the picture of the 

primers is a red circular “stamp” which reads “Amelia” surrounded by the words “best in 

test”. This red colour is used throughout the magazine and might even serve as an anchor 

directing the reader to a message where Amelia knows best, (Nöth 1990 p453-454). Almost 

all “important” information; headlines, sub headlines, tip´s headlines, underlined quotes etc. 

are is this red colour that in turn also matches the cover. Both a visual rhyme and a way to 

enhance certain texts the magazine want to be seen, (Björkvall 2014 p341) (Björkvall 2014 

p340). Furthermore, the colour is also in the same shade throughout the pages. It carries on 

the visual rhyme through the whole magazine where you also recognize the colour and might 

even connect it to the magazine, (Björkvall 2014 p341).   

Experts and Coaches  

On pages 100-104 the reader meets Amelia´s expert coaches. Each coach has  

their own page where they are answering different questions. The headline to each page is 

formulated as either a question or a statement being in bold and black text. Below the headline 

are the full question and an answer from the coach. To separate the question from the answer 

there is a question mark at the start of the question and the word “answer” for the start of the 

answer. Furthermore, each topic has its own colour used for both marking of the question and 

answer and for enhanced quotes taken out of the text. For example, the page about women´s 

health has a pink colour assigned to it and the page about economics are in blue. Here is a 
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clear use of colour to enhance, separate and frame etc. different part of the segment, 

(Björkvall 2014 334-341). There is also a heavy hint of lifestyle media in this segment 

according to Raisborough’s definition, (Raisborough 2011 p4). The coaches are answering 

questions about women´s health and economy etc. For this it is fair to assume the answers are 

to help ordinary people solve their possible problems. The very essence of Raisborough´s 

definition, (ibid.). Further the coaches help assure the sender of the letter as well as other 

readers that this “self-improvement” is accepted by society, (Lykke Christensen 2008 p24).   

Furthermore, there is a picture of each coach on his/her page. But it is a small  

and distant picture with the coach only taking up the lower left or right corner, (Björkvall 

2014 p319). The picture is taken from the front and in a levelled angle with all the coaches 

smiling towards the camera, (Björkvall 2014 p314-315). Attached to the picture is also a 

small quote from the answer by the coach probably used, together with the smiling picture, to 

induce confidence in the coach. The coaches are also “dressed to the occasion” as one might 

say with the economic coach wearing a black blazer and the health coach wearing work-out 

clothes, their attributes in their roles as coaches, (Björkvall 328-329).  

Recipe’s     

There is an Easter themed recipe section in this issue of Amelia. And the most  

obvious part of the segment is the pictures. Since, the ingredients and instructions are put in 

smaller perspectives than the picture of the thing made. For example, the recipe text of the  

“rabbit-cupcakes”, (p89), takes up about a third of the page while the picture is making up the 

whole situated at the bottom of the page the text has been put transparently on the picture. The 

background consists of a woman serving the cup-cakes as to the reader on a platter. Although, 

the woman has been blurred out and is only seen from the chin down. It is visible what the 

magazine wants to show the reader since it is adapting visual text to demark and connect text 

as well as using colour, focus, size etc., (Björkvall 2014 p335) (Björkvall 2014 p339). The 

page before, (p86-87), show an almost full segment of a cake. On the left page is the 

instructions to the cake and on the right page is a picture of it. The cake has been put on a 

yellow saucer in the middle of the picture with painted eggs below. There are also candy eggs 

on the cake together with chocolate chickens rapped in suitable foil. What is used is the 

symbolic message. The recipe section is of Easter theme and the “tools” used is the colour 

yellow, chickens and eggs. What is needed to encode this message is the knowledge of Easter 
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and the Easter traditions in Sweden, (Barthes 1977 p153). Since, this is a connoted message 

what is seen on the picture is what will guide the reader to the message, (Barthes 1977 p155).   

The instruction for the recipe above has been put in a big white text box on the  

left page and has been divided in different categories. There is the cake, the icing, the 

decorations etc. All these headlines have been put in capital letter together with a bold text. 

The bold text also applies for the ingredients since while the measurements are in a simple 

text the ingredients are not. Furthermore, in the lower right corner of the text box is three 

unwrapped chocolate eggs with two additional broken pieces lying in front. Straight on the 

egg is a small text saying that the “nougat candy makes the cake extra enticing”. This is a 

word pun since the word for enticing can be replaced with the word “egging” in Swedish. 

Again, a message but now a linguistic message where the Swedish language is in focus. What 

is needed for the reader is the knowledge of Swedish not only the words but also how to  

“have fun” with them, (Barthes 1977 p153).   

  

5.2.2. Femina (Sweden)  

Cover  

What is to be seen in the cover of Femina is the headlines “The  

bags, jewellery and shoes of the spring…” and “30 pages of interior 

design”. Both these captions are in bold and big letters with the exception 

that the former headline is in orange colour making it pop more than the 

latter, (Björkvall 2014 p340). There is also a small text reading “nice details” that is followed 

by a dotted line that form the shape of a heart and then points to the model’s bracelet. This 

creates a visual rhyme where fashion and jewellery are combined with the cover model, 

(Björkvall 2014 p341). Furthermore, with the cover consisting of mostly calm colours the 

orange stands out even more. All other text is white, and the magazine name is in light pink. 

Even the background is a soft dark green brick wall toning down most of the cover. Again, a 

“trick” to enhance a certain part of the text so the reader will see it quite fast, (Björkvall 2014 

p341).   

The cover model, an unknown person from a Swedish modelling agency, is  

portrayed from the waist up in a social distance. Keeping her a relation to the reader at the 

likes of neighbours and acquaintances, (Björkvall 2014 p319). Furthermore, she is also 

covering some of the magazines name but not enough to make the name unrecognizable since 
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the font is quite distinctive. Perspective wise the model is photographed from a levelled- and 

front angle creating an including relation, (Björkvall 2014 p314-315), since, even though she 

is crossing one arm over her body and stand in a social distance she gives the reader a 

flirtatious smile that could be seen as welcoming them in to the magazine. This because a 

smile is usually seen as warm and open in the Swedish culture then possibly creating this 

connotation when seeing the image, (Barthes 1977 p154).   

Inside the magazine: Femina  

Informational and presentational text boxes  

Informational and presentational text boxes are used to tell more about a  

person(s) of an article. In this magazine the information given is the name of the person, their 

age, profession/do for a living, family and why they are “topical”. An example of this can be 

seen on page 21. The name of the person is at the top of the box in capital letters while the 

rest of the information is below. The name is therefore something the magazine wants to be 

extra visible, (Björkvall 2014 p340). Just above the box is a picture of the woman the article is 

about. She is shot from the neck up in a front- and levelled angle, (Björkvall 2014 p314-315), 

smiling to the camera. The picture has been cropped in such a way that almost the only thing 

visible is the woman´s head creating a personal distance to the reader, (Björkvall 2014 p319). 

Almost all presentational boxes, with the exception of page 63, are constructed in this way 

having a black background with a white text. A visual rhyme following the presentational 

boxes throughout the magazine, (Björkvall 2014 p341). Although, the picture attached to the 

text box above is not custom to the others.   

Throughout the text there is also small boxes that gives further information  

about the person, tips on the subject or information to help understand the subject better. As 

on page 101 where there is a box giving information about euthanasia, or mercy killing, since 

the article is about just that. This box looks the same as the presentational boxes, black 

background and white text, with the first word(s) being in bold text. The text is also made as a 

bulleted list where each piece of information has a white dot beside it. Again a way to make 

the box more visible at the same time as it keeps to the visual rhyme pattern, (Björkvall 2014 

p340) (Björkvall 2014 p341).   

Depiction of people  

In Femina there are four life stories to read about. All of them have a quote from  
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the article as a headline describing the person or the style of the article. For example, “I have 

always chosen the hardest way”, (p20), or “I am convinced that I am on the right track”, 

(p134), etc. What follows the headline is a descriptive and/or enticing body text in simple text 

smaller than the headline but bigger that the article text. Furthermore, the quote (headline) is 

enhanced and in big black bold letters together with a full or half page picture of the person of 

the article. When this is all the same through one specific block it is deemed a visual rhyme, 

(Björkvall 2015 p341). It follows the same pattern and shows that this text in some way or 

other belongs together with this or that. In this case it shows that these stories all belong to the 

same category of the magazines, (ibid.). What is further shown though this is the use of text 

size and big pictures. This marks what the magazine wants to be seen first or even possibly 

what they deem to be most important in the article, (Björkvall 2014 p340).   

Inside the articles there are even more pictures of the person(s). The first article  

combines a picture where the person, a woman, is first portrayed using VR- glasses and then a 

smaller picture of her front- levelled angle, (Björkvall 2014 p314-315), smiling (the picture 

attached to the presentational text box).  In the first picture the woman is portrayed from the 

front turning a bit to the left reaching for something with her hands making her more 

excluding than including, (ibid.). She is, as mentioned, wearing VR-glasses making it quite 

safe to assume her body language is based on what she sees. Above her is a huge black lamp 

that has been turned on still though the background is a dimmed blue colour. Since, the 

woman is using VR-glasses in the first picture, the second picture could be deemed necessary 

for the reader to be interested in the article. Since, seeing another person, and its eyes, is how 

people usually connect. Although, the woman is smiling in the picture, something that could 

be attributed to Beauvoir´s thoughts on how being a woman is a culturally learnt behaviour 

based on societies expectations, (Beauvoir 2002 p326) (Beauvoir 2002 p698).   

 On page 98 there is a big picture showing the person of the article, a man,  

taking up little more than half the spread. The man is portrayed from a side/back angle, 

(Björkvall 2014 p314-315), almost looking over his shoulder to the right, but not into the 

camera, with a very serious facial expression, almost a troubled one you could say. 

Furthermore, he is dressed in black and portrayed in a social distance from the waist up with 

crossed arms, (Björkvall 2014 p319). On the other side of the spread is a smaller picture, 

looking like a printed photograph, of a woman standing on a bridge with the ocean behind her 

looking to the left, almost as she is looking at the man on the other side. There is a small text 

on the upper left corner on the picture stating that the woman passed away the 25 of April 
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2018. It is evident that the man and woman have had some sort of relationship. In the 

presentational box the reader understands that the woman was the man’s partner. The pictures 

are complementing each other as they do on page 103 too. In a picture that takes up half the 

page the man is holding a quite big picture frame of his diseased partner resting on his side. 

He, still dressed in black, looks down on the woman. She on the other hand is looking straight 

into the camera smiling showing her teeth. With the picture frame also being cropped at the 

shoulders the woman poses a personal distance to the reader, (Björkvall 2014 p 319). Here the 

readers see a pure image, no text and no linguistic message. There is only the symbolic and 

the literal message to consider. The symbolic message works as a connoting factor, (Barthes 

1977 p153), in where the reader themselves find meaning in the text, (McQuail 2010 p406).  

Probably connoting the image to sadness.  

On page 63 there is a picture of yet another article subject. This article is also  

divided into two presentational pictures. First there is a picture covering the upper half of two 

pages. This picture shows a person with long hair, a bracelet and a suit crossing its arms. A 

masculine and feminine crossover giving the symbolic message of power, (Barthes 1977 

p153). Behind this person is a shadow posing in a “super-hero” pose with a cape.  An 

enhancement of the connotation of power made by visual effects, (Björkvall 2014 p341), 

among others. If the reader has knowledge of the objects they are seeing and what they 

represent then they can take the message to them, (Barthes 1977 p153). Furthermore, the 

power connotation does not depict the person the article is about per se, but it gives a notion 

about the article itself. The signs points to the person in the suit being a woman, (Barthes 

1977 p154), and her shadow telling who she is for real; a super-woman, (Barthes 1977 p153). 

Furthermore, when portraying the person of the article, a woman, she is put in the same box 

as the information text about her. It´s a smaller picture with the woman giving a non-smiling 

and intense look. She is tough as the woman behind her. The picture is taken in a front- 

levelled angle with a personal distance, (Björkvall 2014 p314-315) (Björkvall 2014 p319).   

Visual patterns  

When looking at Femina´s tips section they often consist of pictures with a short  

text attached. On pages 26-27 this is visible through the use of numbers. Picture number one 

belong with text number one, picture number two with text number two and so on. The text 

gives a small presentation of the picture and further information the reader needs to know. A 

visual rhyme following the text, (Björkvall 2014 p341).   
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This picture-text combination is seen almost everywhere in the beauty segments. 

On pages 125-126 the magazine visualizes this by mixing beauty and travel. First, on the 

upper left side, (p126), there is a picture showing a turquoise ocean, a palm tree and three 

boats floating around. Covering the right lower corner of the picture is a small black bottle of 

perfume with the words Porto Bello in gold on it. Beside this and under the picture is a text 

saying Panama in italic. Confirming the picture ought to be of Panama. Something the reader 

understands through the linguistic and symbolic message, (Barthes 1977 p153). This is 

followed by the name of the perfume in smaller, but bold text framed by two lines, one above 

and one below. The reader then gets information about the place and perfume with additional 

notes and price describing the essentials. The whole picture matches in one way or the other. 

Panama represents both the perfume and the country which also combines the two. Created in 

a visual rhyme that uses many different tools such as colour and shapes etc, (Björkvall 2014 

p341).  

Almost every picture in this magazine has a short and small text explaining the  

picture shortly. The picture on the left on page 92 is showing a white table with a brown 

couch in the corner. But, via the short picture text the reader learns that this sofa is from a 

garage sale and is placed in the master bedroom. This without even reading the article. The 

pattern is consistent through the whole magazine. It seems to be a mean to catch the reader to 

read the rest of the article or text, (Björkvall 2014 p340).  

Experts and Coaches  

 This magazine uses experts instead of coaches when it comes to giving advices.  

The first person, a woman, is an expert on nails and is working at a nail polishing company.  

She has been asked a question from the magazine and is mentioned as their nail specialist. 

This creates a confidence in the expert from the reader and the reader is probably more likely 

to take on the advice since the expert is “helping”, (Raisborough 2011 p4). The segment is 

divided into three parts; the experts’ 3 favourite nail polish, her “best tips” and the question 

itself. This is laid out in a horizontally fashion where the three parts are stacked which could 

create better and different visibility enhancing some parts, (Björkvall 2014 p340). The 

question first starts with a headline explaining the content of the article “how to get beautiful 

nails for the spring”. This is followed by a body text stating the question to the expert. Beside 

the text is a picture of the expert standing in a side angle, (Björkvall 2014 p314-315), with her 

arms crossed over her chest. Furthermore, the picture is in a levelled angle, (ibid.), but from a 
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social distance, (Björkvall 2014 p319). By giving the expert this distance, it could create an 

understanding in that the experts are someone to listen to, she is not a friend of the reader. It 

could be used to establish a hierarchical relationship.  

Recipe’s  

When looking at the recipe section there is a pattern where the pictures are much  

bigger than the text. It seems to be more important to see the finished product than it is to read 

how to do it. For example, on page 113 there is a recipe for roasted chicken. The picture is 

showing the finished chicken in an oven dish completed with a fork and spoon laying on the 

side. Almost more than half the page is covered by the picture while the ingredients and 

instructions are confined to the upper right corner. Still though the reader knows the recipe 

and picture to belong together, since, the headline “roasted chicken” matches with the what is 

seen, (Björkvall 2014 p341). Furthermore, the recipe is divided in two columns where the first 

one states the ingredients and the other one the instructions. In the latter column there are also 

bold numbers to each step providing an easier way to follow, a more visible text to follow, 

(Björkvall 2014 p340).   

On page 111 the text has instead been spread out in the lower third of the page  

while the picture covers the rest. The picture shows a bowl of fish soup, which is the recipe 

being presented, with a slice of bread on the side. Behind this is a somewhat blurred out 

image of the tureen where the rest of the soup is. Next to this, and above the bowl, is a white 

circle giving an advice on the recipe. This is evident since the headline of the circle is “tips!”. 

When looking at how the text is composed this to divides ingredients and instructions into two 

different parts, with the latter one also marking out the steps by bold numbers. The portraying 

of the pictures as bigger than the text could be used to create an interest in the reader. If the 

reader usually doesn´t cook the picture can help connote to a memory or craving etc. that 

“forces” the reader to look at the text of the recipe, (Barthes 1977 p153).  

  

5.2.3. Tara (Sweden)  

Cover   
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Even though Tara is portrayed in big bold orange letters the  

model is almost fully covering the last letter and even some of the second to 

last, the r, making the name seem to be of lesser importance, or doesn´t 

need the same visibility, (Björkvall 2015 p340). It could also be that the 

name, and magazine, is established enough to be recognized by the whole. 

Something the readers might recognize and connote to when seeing that 

font or text, (Barthes 1977 p153).   

You see a lot of headlines when looking at this cover, but what stands out the  

most is the line “the big butt lift” in big orange letters. The words “butt” and “lift” has also 

been made bigger than the rest of the sentence giving the impression that this is the most 

important part of the message, (Björkvall 2014 p340). The text takes up almost a quarter of 

the cover since it has also been divided into three lines. The third, and lowest, line has been 

slid a bit to the right making room for the subtext “how to get your 40+ booty to the next 

level”. This text is in a different colour, size and font than the headline, yet it is clear the two 

belong together, (Björkvall 2014 p340-341). The subtext has been framed in the bottom left 

corner by the headline surrounding it and dividing it from the rest of the cover.  

Another headline standing out on the cover is “the nicest coats and jackets of the  

spring”. This text is highlighted in a light green circle with Easter lilies in the middle of the 

left side of the cover. Besides this the cover model is also wearing what is assumed to be a 

spring jacket making a connection to the text. The words, colours and picture together are 

somewhat a relay where spring is the final message, (Nöth 1990 p453-454) (Barthes 1977 

156-157). Perhaps to sell more magazines in the face of a new season.  

The cover model has a smiling face inviting us to read the magazine and is  

portrayed from the waist up. This gives the reader an including relation although from a social 

distance, (Björkvall 2014 p319), as well as an equal relation since the picture is also taken in a 

levelled angle from the front, (Björkvall 2014 p314-315).. The model is not a well-known 

person which could be an intentional choice from the magazine since personal feelings 

towards a celebrity is eliminated.  

Inside the magazine: Tara  

Informational and presentational text box  

 In Tara the reader is met with various small boxes containing advices and  
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information etc. The advice sections are made up of experts or people believed to be experts 

in that particular field. As on page 25 where there is a beige box that titles “how to realize you 

dreams”. The headline is in white text outlined as by a black marker, something that has been 

enhanced for visibility, (Björkvall 2014 p340). This box is a part of a bigger article about 

what is supposedly a family of four. There are two words in bold in the start of the text, these 

are the name of the persons giving the advices. Inserted to the box, under the names are a 

round picture of the two people. The picture is placed in such a way that the text is situated 

around half the circle. Furthermore, the people are photographed from a front and levelled 

angel, (Björkvall 2014 p314-315) smiling to the reader. Since, there is a height difference 

between the people the man is almost cropped at the top of his head and the woman at her 

neck. By doing this the picture keeps its personal distance to the reader, (Björkvall 2014 

p319). Continuing through the text it is clear that the box offers advices to the reader. Each 

advice is marked by an orange tick as to show the reader to tick these things of their list to  

“realize their dreams”. This symbol, the tick, has somewhat an essential meaning to it. It 

seems to just show a small tick on a list from a picture, but it can symbolize a lot more. 

Something has been finished or accomplished, maybe through a hard struggle etc. which 

could give the tick a deeper meaning on an individual level, (Nöth 1990 p119). Moreover, the 

orange coloured theme is evident through the article with both the presentation text being in 

orange together with all enhanced texts quotation marks showing a visual rhyme, (Björkvall 

2014 p341).   

Another box of advices is visible on page 33 where the subject of the article, 

“Lotta”, gives her best advices to those who have been let go from their work. The reader 

knows who Lotta is since there is a presentational box of her on the second page, (p31), of the 

article. Also, in this box the headline is in white text outlined by a black marker, the same as 

the one above showing a visual rhyme following the magazine, (Björkvall 2014 p341). Here 

the advices are stacked up by numbers, five in total. The numbers have a light blue colour and 

is followed by the first sentence of the advice being in bold black text. A collaboration 

between visual rhyme and the possibility to make something more visible for the reader, 

(Björkvall 2014 p340-341). While this box is placed on the right side of the page though 

another box is on the left. The left box instead gives information to the reader with the 

headline “the three faces of chock when being let go by work” also in a bulleted list with each 

face being in bold black text. Above is sort of column written by “the psychologist” which 

makes this information seem valid. She is an expert and therefore has legitimate advice 
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ordinary people can listen to and take in. Being let go from your work can be seen as a 

lifestyle problem and in this case the media is helping people to move on and “be better” or 

maybe to act better by being prepared if let go, (Raisborough 2011 p4). Furthermore, there is a 

small picture of the psychologist in the article text next to her name. It is a front- and levelled 

picture, (Björkvall 2014 p314-315), from a personal distance, (Björkvall 2014 p319), maybe 

what the reader should expect from a psychologist. The personal distance gives the 

psychologist a closeness to the reader that might make the reader trust her more.  

The presentational box that “Lotta” is being presented in follows the other  

articles as well. They present the name of the person, age, family, where they live, their 

profession and, in case of a celebrity/personality, also why they are topical. Page 83 illustrates 

this with a segment about a journalist that is topical because she wrote a book. Her name as 

well as the “categories” depicting who she is has been put in bold text. This is what the reader 

needs to know about her and therefore need to find fast, (Björkvall 2014 p340). The page 

where the box is placed has a big picture of the person of the article. She is sitting down from 

a front- and levelled angle, (Björkvall 2014 p314-315), with the text box being put right next 

to her face. If there were any doubt if this was the person the article was about they should 

probably disappear with this clear composition, (Björkvall 2014 p334-335).  

Depiction of people  

When turning the pages further the reader eventually comes to the segment titled  

“give you butt a lift”. The first page, (p94), is divided between a picture on the upper half and 

the article text on the lower. The picture itself is also divided in text (right side) and object (eft 

side). Depicted is a person from a side/back angle, (Björkvall 2014 p314-315), where 

everything but thigs and lower back have been cropped out. In dark blue training pants and a 

light blue upper edge, the butt is centred with the text following its shape. It´s both enhanced 

for visibility and contains a visual rhyme since the text follows the shape of the butt, 

(Björkvall 2014 340-341). The text is in a white colour where the word butt is the only word 

being in bold. It is also more enhanced than the other words and stands alone on a single own 

row creating even more visibility, (ibid.). Following below is a descriptive body text.   

On the last page of the work-out segment, (p97), is a picture of a woman in  

work-out clothes; a pink sports bra, white shoes with a pink sole and blue work-out pants. She 

is also wearing make-up, painted nails and has her hair let down. In difference from the other 

pictures of the woman where part of her hair has been braided. This is what some would say 
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typically female and so, there is a possibility that the woman is wearing make-up and all that 

because of societies expectations of her, (Beauvoir 2002 p326).  Furthermore, her hair seems 

to be blown backwards a bit from below, as if she were standing in a light breeze. The woman 

is shot from a front- and levelled angle, (Björkvall 2014 p314-315), and is depicted from just 

above the knees and up. She has further been enhanced to cover the lower left side of page 97. 

The social distance could be used, like in Femina, as a mark to show that this woman is 

someone to listen to. She does not have a personal distance to the reader because they are 

supposed to do as she says. Instead of being someone close or a friend she is further away, 

(Björkvall 2014 p319), making the hierarchy easier to possibly accept since the woman 

already has her role and the readers has theirs.   

Beside the picture of the woman is a bulleted list giving advice about working- 

out and dieting. The headline is matching almost the same shade of pink as the sports bra 

worn by the woman, so she is connected visually with her advice, (Björkvall 2014 p330-341). 

There are further pictures of the woman showing the work-our routine through the segment, 

what is consistent though is that she is smiling on almost everyone. Only in two pictures, (pic 

B p96 and pic B p97), is she keeping a somewhat strained face while performing an exercise. 

Again, smiling is seen as more of a female trait traditionally and could be the reason why the 

woman of the article is still smiling through hard work-out, (Beauvoir 2002 p326).   

When turning to page 84 there is a continuation of an article. What is visible is a  

somewhat large picture in the lower left corner. The picture shows a woman photographed 

from the waste up in a front- and levelled angle, (Björkvall 2014 p314-315), holding a plate 

with two oranges in front of her. She is smiling to the camera in what could constitute a 

reassuring way tilting her head to the right. Furthermore, the woman is standing in what 

would probably be a kitchen. In the background there are cabinets, a tile wall and a surface 

with wine and herbs. This is all possible to see because of cultural knowledge of Sweden. 

Without this knowledge there would not be an understanding that the woman is in a kitchen, 

(Barthes 1977 p153). Further there is a small text situated in the picture, right beside the 

woman´s head, telling the reader that this is the person the article is about.   

Something used fairly a lot in this magazine are small pictures of persons being  

put in next to their name in an article. This is evident on page 33 but also, even more on page 

90. Here the reader is introduced to a picture of a women in the second column. Beside her is 

a name popping out in bold text, something the reader should find when reading, (Björkvall 

2014 p340). It is evident that the name and picture belong together, a clear visual rhyme, 
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(Björkvall 2014 p341). The picture is in colour and the woman portrayed smiling, looking 

straight into the camera from a personal distance, (Björkvall 2014 p319). When the reader 

turns the page however, there is a new picture placed the same way as the former. This picture 

shows a man in black and grey also shot from a personal distance, (ibid.) but not smiling. 

There is a seriousness induced with the layout of this picture. A big difference from the other 

women that has been mentioned above in this thesis.  

Visual patterns  

To show of different products Tara has chosen to use a number matching  

number method. That is numbers for the pictures that matches the numbers provided for the 

text, numbers rhyming with numbers if you will, (Björkvall 2014 p341). This is also further 

developed with a colour coordination following on pages 38-41. Every page has its own 

colour starting with blue and ending with green except page 40 where the title is “nature”. 

This page seems to be a very light brown or wooden colour. Furthermore, the pages are 

composed as such that there is a picture of a kitchen in the middle of the page matching the 

themed colour. Surrounding the centre picture are items paired with a number both in the 

themed colour. For example, on page 41 there is a green apron matched with number one. On 

the bottom of the page divided from the picture by a thin black line is the number, a one-line 

description of the product, the price and where to buy it. The headline of the page is put just 

below the picture also in the themed colour followed by an advising body text. These pages 

not only rhyme their products with one another but also uses enhancement for them. This 

makes it easier for the reader to find the product fast on the page and to read about them, 

(Björkvall 2014 p340-341).  

What is evidentially a pattern is the use of white or black text in a black or white  

background. Most headlines showing a short information or advice is made up by a white text 

in capital letters on a black ground. On page 105 there are five headlines used, each in this 

way. Another page consisting of a spread, (p14-15) has four of these headlines. In the lower 

right corner, it says “crazy fun about being a father”. Below this is more information given 

about the subject. Even turning to the last page of the magazine, (p122), there is a white text, 

black ground line. It states, “take with you” and is followed by a quote from the person of the 

segment. This pattern is a “red line”, a visual rhyme, through the magazine one could argue. 

A reminder of which magazine this is even as the reader turns the pages, (Björkvall 2014 

p341).  
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Experts and coaches  

In this expert and coaches’ section, (p63), the magazine has chosen to focus on 

“bonus families3”.  The headline has a linguistic message that creates many connotations for 

its readers and represents a word that can lead the reader further in to the text giving an even 

deeper message, (Barthes 1977 p153). The two coaches are introduced with a small text in the 

upper right corner with their names being in bold text. They are probably important for the 

segment, (Björkvall 2014 p340). On the far left is a small column where the magazine has 

asked two questions for the experts. The questions are marked out by having the question as a 

headline in the colour of light pink, or as some would say “baby pink”. This is also the colour 

of the word “Bonus” in the segments headline “Bonusfamiljen” and the “speech balloon4” at 

the start of the question posed. There is also an enhanced quote between the question and the 

answer which has the colour of “baby blue”. The choice of colour could be seen as more 

obvious when reading caption of the question; “he doesn´t want to have children with me”. 

The colours alone should wake connotations towards babies, but again to make this 

connection the reader needs an understanding of what the colours represent for the intended 

audience, (Barthes 1977 p153).  

Furthermore, the experts are depicted in the lower left corner sitting together on  

a chair. One of them is sitting in the chair while the other sits on the armrest. Both are 

depicted from the front in a levelled angle, (Björkvall 2014 p314-315), smiling. Although, 

they are depicted in full body size in a small picture indicating a distant relation, (Björkvall  

2014 p319). As a last “hidden” message the women are wearing shirts matching the text. One 

is baby pink and the other is baby blue. A very subtle vidual rhyme one could argur, 

(Björkvall 2014 p341).  

Recipe´s   

In this magazine the recipe text gets more room than the pictures. As on page 77  

where there is two pictures and four recipes. The pictures are situated one on the top and one 

at the bottom of the page, both to the right. Although, there are thin grey lines separating the 

recipes from each other making two of them end up on the left side. These recipes match the 

pictures on 76, and here the dish takes up the whole page. With the picture matching the text 

it is safe to say they belong together, (Björkvall 2014 p341). Although, the picture is placed 

                                                 
3 A bonus family consists of parents with children from previous relationships.  
4 A speech balloon is usually found in cartoons  
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on the left side indicating that this is “already known” information while the recipe is on the 

right. When looking at this though information value analysis the recipe text seems to be of 

higher “importance” that the picture, (Björkvall 2014 p334-335). This because “new” 

information surely would be more interesting than “old”. On the left, above the dish, is a big 

yellow headline reading “Ester table” followed by a column showing a running text on the 

right. This page is a presentation for the rest of the food segment one could say.  

There are two sections making up the recipes, the ingredients mark one and the  

instructions the other. The ingredients are then put in a light grey box with a bold headline if 

necessary, as on page 79 “Ice cream cake with punch”. Here there are three boxes divided in 

“bottom”, “filling” and “garnish”. The instructions are, as before, in a white text with a black 

outline. To complement the food there is a wine list on the bottom half of page 79. Every list 

start with a bold short text line about the wine followed by small pictures of the wine bottles. 

On the left side of the text pictures there is a text describing the wine, what it cost, where it is 

from etc. Furthermore, the headline reads “5 wines to match for Easter”. A marking of the 

hierarchy of which text should be read first, the headline first and then the short bold text 

about the wine etc., (Björkvall 2014 p340).  

  

5.2.4. Anna (Finland)  

Cover  

This magazine seems to highlight its important information in pink. 

Both the name of the magazine and the main headlines are in this 

colour, they are “rhyming”, (Björkvall 2014 p341). I deem them 

headlines because of their size. Furthermore, this leads to see that 

“Cherish your body and mind” and the text “Tuuli Matinsalo”, the 

Finnish sports profile on the cover, is what the magazine wants its 

reader to see based on the colour  

and enhancement, (Björkvall 2014 p340). There is also an enhanced, smaller picture of a 

musician whit the quote “I can´t get rid of depression” (translated by Finnish person) 

underneath on the upper right side of the cover. I would assume he is recognizable to the 

Finnish population which is why a picture is a smart move. He is also portrayed in a close 

front and levelled angle, (Björkvall 2014 p314-315), giving the reader a personal distance, 

(Björkvall 2014 p319).    
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 The main headlines together with the picture of the musician could be  

connotations of essential meaning directing the reader towards a message about physical and 

mental health, (Nöth 1990 p119). The woman on the cover, Tuuli Matinsalo, is a Finnish 

female sports profile who could, in this instance, be representing the “body” in the text 

“Cherish your body and mind” while Jussi, the musician is representing the “mind”. It could 

be called a pictorial exemplification since if the message is found the picture supports the text 

and gives it a higher value, (Nöth 1990 p453-454).  

Tuuli is about the same age, (50), as the magazines target audience which can  

maybe create a feeling of recognizability for the group. Furthermore, she is portrayed from 

just under the waist up in a front and levelled angle, (Björkvall 2014 p314-315). Which, 

together with a smiling face, welcomes the reader in to read the magazine. The woman also 

covers half the magazine´s name together with a yellow circle that says “Nyt 2,95” (not 

visible on picture), stating that it is more “important” for the reader to know that the magazine 

now only costs 2.95 € than that its name is Anna, (Björkvall 2014 p340). A possible 

indication that the magazine is established enough to be recognized anyway.   

Inside the magazine: Anna  

Informational and presentational text boxes  

When looking at the presentational box of this magazine all of them are placed  

in the lower left corner of the left page, (p10, p22, p30). The information presented is the 

name of the person, its profession and age, family situation, where they live and why they are 

topical. For example, page 22 shows a spread about Hanna Brothers who is 50 years old. Her 

name is placed at the top of the box in large and capital letters. Below this is the rest of the 

categories. Indicating that the magazine wants to show the name of the woman first and 

foremost, (Björkvall 2014 p340). In difference to this presentational box though the other two 

are demarked by thick coloured lines. The lines are placed above the text with page 10 

showing a matt green shade and page 30 a dark purple. Since there are two people being 

presented on page 30 the boxes have been stacked on top of each other. This has caused the 

dark purple line to also be place between the two boxes, a delimitation if one will, (Björkvall 

2014 p335). This could also be seen as framing the information, still separating it from the 

rest but also showing it off more, (Björkvall 2014 p339).  

 Looking at the informational boxes they have been placed in white boxes  
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starting with a headline, as page 17 illustrates. The page is made up by a picture of a woman 

wearing hockey pads and a captain shirt. On her right side is an informational text box with 

the headline “Ready to fight”. Following below is a text explaining the picture and giving 

additional information about the subject. There are also three names throughout the text being 

in bold. These are the names of three Finnish hockey players probably making it easier for the 

reader to understand what the text is about, (Björkvall 2014 p340). One of the names is also 

the name of the woman on the picture telling the reader who she is.  

Depiction of persons  

In the magazine Anna there are four different celebrity interviews. The first one  

is of the cover woman Tuuli Matinsalo. She is depicted smiling leaning towards a green wall 

of plants on page 8, this is the first page of the article. The picture is made in a front- and 

levelled angle, (Björkvall 2014 p314-315), with a personal distance as the picture is from the 

waste up, (Björkvall 2014 p319). She is looking right into the camera giving half a smile. In 

the left corner there is a small, short text about the woman together with a quote from her.  

Furthermore, the article itself also starts with a quote from the woman stating, “I am 

comfortable with my body”, (p9). On the following spread, (p10-11), are two pictures 

showing two different sides of the woman. In the first picture she is sitting in front of the 

green wall of plants juggling with oranges. The picture is a distant picture since the woman is 

in a full body frame taking up less than half of the page, (Björkvall 2014 p319). Although, 

you could argue for a social distance because of the sitting position which makes her appear 

closer, (ibid.). Furthermore, the picture is shot in a front- and levelled angel, (Björkvall 2014 

p314-315). The second picture, situated on the lower left corner of page 11, is a small 

polaroid picture showing the woman in a red bathing suit mid jump doing a split. Above is a 

text explaining this to be a picture of when she won the aerobic world championship in 1999. 

This picture is from a front level, (ibid.) with the woman looking to the right. She is also in a 

full body pose completing an action. This is definitely a distance picture, (Björkvall 2014 

p319).  

On page 28 there is an interview with a man and a woman. Although both are  

sitting down in, what seems to be, a stairwell the man is the one in focus. He is portrayed from 

the front in a levelled angle, (Björkvall 2014 p314-315), looking into to the camera giving the 

reader a somewhat smile. The man is also photographed from a social distance, (Björkvall 

2014 p319), showing the reader that he is a familiar face but not a friend. As for the woman 
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on the picture she is portrayed from the side and looking away from the camera, (Björkvall 

2014 p314-315). She is also a little blurry indicating that it is the man that the article is mostly 

about, (Björkvall 2014 p340).   

The first picture when turning the page shows the two people standing in the  

doorway to the entrance of an apartment house. Both are leaning against the wall looking at 

the camera with their hands in their pockets, the man being on the right side and the woman 

on the left. He is leaning back on his shoulders turning his body more to the front while 

crossing his feet. She is instead leaning on her back facing her body towards the man. Her 

right leg is somewhat bent with her toes touching the ground. Furthermore, the picture is 

taken from a side angle in a level perspective, (Björkvall 2014 p314-315), with a distance 

since the people is in full body frame, (Björkvall 2014 p319).   

Visual patterns  

There is a picture of a person in a brown bathing suit on page 26 where the  

picture has been separated into nine parts. In the parts consisting of the persons face, left 

shoulder and about 75% of the left side torso the parts have been replaced by a blue flower 

pattern, almost as they were tiles. This picture is covering almost all the page with a headline 

beneath and a body text below. The headline is a question asking if you have anything to do 

with it. Before reading further the reader makes a connection, (Barthes 1977 p153-154).  and 

is in a way forced to answer the question based on its own values. The person is holding its 

hand on its hips in a firmer pose complementing the text. There is a relay relation between the 

picture and text since standing on its own none would make that much sense, (Nöth 1990 

p453-454) (Barthes 1977 p156-157). Putting the picture and text together it is evident that the 

article is about a person´s body and others right to judge and talk about it. Furthermore, on the 

next page there is a smaller picture that only shows the persons stomach, still in a bathing suit. 

Based on the information the reader gets on the former page this picture seems to strengthen 

the notion that the article is about weight and body figure a type of pictorial exemplification, 

(Nöth 1990 p453-454). What the blue flower-patterned tiles are doing in the picture is 

anyone’s guess.  

What is seen as a pattern throughout this magazine is the way in how tit uses it  

quotations. First there is a quote or text line taken out and enhanced from the article. This text 

is put somewhere in the initial article in italic. Furthermore, each article or segment has its 

own colour. For example, on page 27 the enhanced text starts out in black, but after the 
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comma it turns red. The same goes for page 31 where the enhanced text goes from black to 

purple after the first sentence. In this segment the purple is also used as a dividing line above 

and between the names presented of those in the article. On page 46 the colour is instead 

matched with the enhanced initial letter of the paragraph. All of this showing visual rhyme in 

different forms, (Björkvall 2014 p341).  

Experts and Coaches  

This magazine is the only one not having any expert advice or coaches.  

Therefore, the subject will be left out of this analysis.   

Recipe´s  

When moving on to the section called Lifestyle the first thing being presented is  

recipes. What is evident is the use of pictures. The reader is presented with a big picture of the 

finished food and then a smaller description of the recipe and its ingredients. As on page 41 

for example, there is a bowl of “fresh purple porridge” centred on the lower half of the page. 

The recipe itself is on the upper right side in a small area. The reader understands the picture 

and text go together because of its marking, (Björkvall 2014 p340-341). Furthermore, the 

porridge is described as purple which is even more enhanced with the use of blueberries and 

blackberries, (ibid.). The berries are both put in the bowl and beside sprinkled out on the table 

together with oatmeal and sunflower seeds, both which are ingredients in the porridge which 

the reader know from the recipe yet another rhyme, (ibid.). The picture gives life to the text 

and works as a visualisation for the reader. What is not understood however, is the second 

recipe being presented on the same page. It does not have anything to do with the picture 

besides maybe being a good addition. Both recipes are marked with their name in bold text 

but is in Finnish. So, if you don´t know the language the assumption that the recipes are both 

for the dish on the picture is not that odd. The reader need a knowledge of the language to 

understand the message, (Barthes 1977 p153).  
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5.2.5. Menaiset (Finland)  

Cover  

What seems to be the magazines aim to lure in their reader  

is the line “The best Easter menu + perfect wines” which is spread 

across the bottom half of the magazine in big black letters. The “Easter 

menu” would be the most important part of the message since this has 

much bigger text size than the “+perfect wines”, (Björkvall 2014 p340). 

To the right of this text there is a smaller light red/pink circle which says  

“Flash! underwear you don´t want to hide”. The colour of the circle is the same colour as “the 

best” is in the text about Easter. This is creating a visual rhyme with the message that this 

underwear also is “the best”, (Björkvall 2014 p341). As a last visual rhyme there is a line 

saying “Us renewed women” in also the same light red/pink colour, (ibid.). This could be seen 

as a connotation of an essential or cryptic message telling that the renewed woman is 

confident and sexy, (Nöth 1990 p119).    

On the cover of this magazine is Johanna Alvestad, a Finnish blogger. She is  

sitting down, leaning on a couch as the photographer has taken a front- and level angel of her, 

(Björkvall 2014 p314-315). She is also half smiling looking right at the reader inviting them 

to the magazine. Beside her is a statement showing her name and, in smaller text size, the 

name of her boyfriend who she is deeply in-love with. She is the one to bring readers to the 

magazine not her boyfriend, (Björkvall 2014 p341). The woman is also portrayed in a 

compassionate way possibly making her even softer and more recognizable for the readers to 

compare with. Together with a yellow circle (not visible on picture) that states that the 

magazine is now 50% cheaper the model is covering half the magazine name, almost as the 

name is not an important part of this cover, (ibid.).   

Inside the magazine: Menaiset  

Informational and presentational text boxes  

This magazine is using, as the ones before, informational and presentational boxes. The 

informational boxes are most evident on pages 84-87. Here are pictures of various people at 

what seems to be an event of some sorts. There are nine pictures each with its own 

informational text box attached. The texts consist of a quote from the person depicted, their 
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name and their “title”, e.g. radio profile etc. Every box starts with a word in bold text 

probably to create some visual difference for the reader, (Björkvall 2014 p340)  

  When looking at the presentational boxes they are placed in different ways. For 

example, on page 22 there is a picture of a woman and a man sitting next to each other. The 

presentational box presenting the woman has then been placed on the right side of the picture 

since this is the side she is sitting on and it is clear this box is about her, (Björkvall 2014 

p341). Her name is the headline of the box followed by a fluent text. In the text there are four 

words in bold; 37-years, from, two and pull. These four words represents the woman you 

could say since there is a reason that those four words have been enhanced, (Björkvall 2014 

p340). The same goes for the presentational box on page 57. This presentational box has been 

put between the two text columns of the article. Also, here the name of the person makes out 

the headline followed by a fluent text with three words in bold; presenter, host and doctor 

wife. These presentational boxes differ from the other magazines since they are not bulleted in 

categories. Instead they consist of a small fluent text about the person. Still though they 

represent what the magazine wants the reader to see, (ibid.).  

Depiction of persons  

When turning to page 26 there is a picture of a person dressed as a hockey  

goalie with rollerblades instead of skates. The person is skating over a parking lot holding a 

stick and wearing a helmet covering its face. If the reader looks closely on the right leg pad 

they can see the number 41 together with the name “Noora Raty”5 below. These are attributes 

of the carrier who is confirmed to be Noora Räty by a small text on the lower right side of the 

picture, (Björkvall 2014 p328-329). Furthermore, the headline, body- and article text have 

been moved to the right side of the right page with the headline in black text and yellow 

outline saying, “let the uncles show you”. This text has a linguistic message in it. Put beside a 

picture of a woman “the uncles” should “show” her. What seems to be a play on men as being 

the “superior sex” who is expected to do more and know more, (Beauvoir 2002 p328). If the 

reader, then turns the page they see an article with a big quote put right in the middle of the 

page on the left side of the spread and a photo collage on the right. The photo collage consists 

of seven pictures of famous sportswomen and men. Each picture has a text attached to it with 

either an information text or a quote. The four pictures on the right side are of Finnish sport 

stars and the three on the left are of various famous tennis stars.   

                                                 
5 Nora Räty is a goalkeeper for the Finnish hockey team.  
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When opening the spread on page 78-79 there is a picture of a woman on the left  

side and a headline on the other. The picture shows the face of a woman cropped from the 

neck and up. Taken from a front- and levelled angle, (Björkvall 2014 p314-315), the woman 

looks straight into the camera with a serious face. Behind her is a darker picture of her from 

the side hiding somewhat behind the picture in front. In this picture the woman is cropped at 

the waist and smiling but looking to the left. There are also many small pictures faded to 

almost non-existing covering the woman. This can possibly be explained by the captions 

below the headline on the right side of the spread. Here is a list of different roles fitting the 

woman; rally wife, mother, pianist etc. The pictures could be used to show the many sides a 

person has and probably wakes many connotations and thoughts one has. As the essential 

message of this image showing that women have more than just one path to follow, (Nöth 

1990 p119) (Beauvoir 2002 p698).   

Visual patterns  

On the right side of page 55 there is a list with three points. The three is placed  

above the points with a red x inside. Following below are three texts with a small but bold 

headline. What you can call a “theme of three” following the same pattern, (Björkvall 2014 

p341). This theme of three is found as it happens to be in three other places of the magazine 

too. Page 51 shows what seems to be three make-up powders. On the left side there is a 

picture of three powder boxes on a skew line. As a small background is another powder 

without the box and a broken edge. What follows is a text stating “3x” and three columns 

stacked on each other right below. There is a small space between the columns who all start 

with a bold text headline. Turning back yet another page there is a spread of three eyelash 

tip´s. Each tip has a big sized number, 1-3, together with a picture of an eye and eyebrow. 

There is also a small white box marked by think black lines containing a word, one word for 

each picture to make sure the text is clear and visible, (Björkvall 2014 p340). Under the box is 

a headline in bold text followed by a text surrounded by products. There are different products 

displayed at the pictures but in common is that all contain picture of a mascara. What is 

visible in these segments is the magazines way of working with visual rhymes. This magazine 

has taken it a step further and really worked the rhymes into the magazine as this is an explicit 

pattern, (Björkvall 2014 p341).   

Experts and Coaches   

There are two experts being presented in this magazine. Both are placed on top  
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of each other on the left side of page 16. The first column, “Noronen advices”, shows a 

picture in the shape of a polaroid of a woman smiling. She is sitting or standing in a front/side 

position from a levelled angle, (Björkvall 2014 p314-315), against a black background. Below 

the picture is the name of the column. The question asked is centred above the answer and has 

been put as a quote in capital letters. This is something the reader should see before 

continuing reading, (Björkvall 2014 p340). After the answer, that is divided in two column 

rows, there is a small text explaining who the expert is. There are also instructions for reader 

in how they can submit a question.  

Below Noronen´s column is another expert called the “love doctor”. This text  

has a milk chocolate coloured background in the shape of a square. At the top of the box it 

says “#lovedoctor” in white capital letters with a red background colour. This so the reader 

sees who this column belongs to, (Björkvall 2014 p340). The question is positioned the same 

way as the former and has also a small text at the end of the answer explaining who the expert 

is. Although, for this question the expert has been depicted in the lower right corner of the 

box. He is positioned in a front- and levelled angle, (Björkvall 2014 p314-315), looking into 

the camera with a smile.  

Recipe´s   

In the recipe section of this magazine the pictures of the dishes are usually  

bigger than the recipe text. As on page 35 and 38-39 the picture takes up more than half the 

page showing the importance of the picture, (Björkvall 2014 p340). There are also smaller 

text comments about the dishes in both black and white. The black text has a black box above 

it with a number in it telling the time of the dish while the white comment leads a black thin 

line to a part of the page. Further the text is composed so that the ingredients are in black bold 

text while the “how to do it” is in simple. This section has instead numbered steps where the 

numbers are in bold. The background colour of these pages is matching in pink except for the 

mid spread that is in a blue-grey shade. An enhancement of what should be seen as well as 

visual rhymes, (Björkvall 2014 p340-341).  

It is not only the background colour that is different in the mid spread but also  

the recipes composition. Although the text is composed the same way the placing of the recipe 

text is covering the middle of the two pages. The dishes are here surrounding the text partly 

cut out by the edges. The black boxes that tells the time of the dish is put beside the picture of 

the dish instead of “anywhere on the page”. Four dishes are being presented, two on each 
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page, where the dish in the upper left side consists of three plates following the corner. There 

is also three forks and a set of salad cutlery in gold placed on the right page of the spread.   

Following the food segment is a wine special with a pink background colour  

matching the same pink as in the food segment, (p40-41). A rhyme between the segments 

showing food and drink to belong, (Björkvall 2014 p341). In the wine segment there are 

pictures of nine different wines displayed in seven different categories on two pages. The 

wines are numerically put per page starting on the upper left page going down 1-3 and then 

continuing on the upper right side going down 4-7. Beside the wines are a headline in bold 

showing the category of the wine, for example pork chop, indicating and importance in 

knowing what the wine matches with, (Björkvall 2014 p340). Below this is a recommendation 

text also giving the name of the wine and its price. In the cases where two wine are presented 

there are instead two texts where each text also starts with a bold text word. The wines are 

furthermore surrounding a headline enhanced int the middle of the spread. The text is in bold 

black font consisting of two words divided on two lines. Under the first three letters of the 

first word “Viimeinen” is a body text together with the name of the writer and where the 

pictures are from.  

  

5.2.6. Søndag (Denmark)  

Cover  

The cover model is, what is seems, the one to look at  

in this cover since her name is put in big black letters across her 

body, (Björkvall 2014 p340). Together with a smaller text saying,  

“…about longing, nude scenes and her own gasoline she is pouring 

on” (my translation). The model is a famous Danish actress so by 

putting this text on the cover a curiosity could be awakened in the 

readers.  

Besides Trine there are three headlines highlighted as more outstanding “The  

history behind the crown jewels”, “spring preparations” and “is it healthy?”. Highlighted in 

turquoise the text about the crown jewels also has an additional text in a text frame the shape 

of a diamond as to entice the reader even more, which also constitutes as a visual rhyme, 

(Björkvall 2014 p340-341).   

The Danish actress on the cover is Trine Dyrholm. Posing in a front- and level  
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angle, (Björkvall 2014 p314-315), smiling she is still distancing herself from the reader a bit. 

By crossing one arm and holding the other over her mouth as schussing a secret she looks a 

bit mysterious. This is a symbolic gesture which, if knowledge about the Danish culture is 

found, symbolize secrecy. It is though up to the reader to decide what they see, (Barthes 1977 

p153). Still though an invitation to open the magazine and step into the actress world has been 

made. And, even though she is covering the midpart of the magazine name it is clear which 

magazine this is.   

Furthermore, the background colour of the magazine is in a silent and calm  

beige/brown tone in which the model is centred. All the colours are toned down, the turquoise 

being darker and so is the purple text colour as to give the reader a calm and peaceful 

experience.  

Inside the magazine: Søndag  

Informational and presentational text boxes  

The woman on the cover is also the subject of an article in the magazine. When  

presenting her a more different approach has been used than in the former magazines. In the 

lower right corner of page 11 is a text marked out by two thick black lines, one above the text 

and one beneath. Marking out the text from the article, (Björkvall 2014 p339). Between the 

lines is a headline saying “the awards” followed by six separate texts. It is a kind of bulleted 

list where instead of dots or bullets the first words of the text are in bold. For example, the 

first text consists of three rows where the first two words “Trine Dyrholm” is in bold. They 

are the important words of the text since this is the woman´s name, (Björkvall 2014 p340).   

Following this pattern is the presentational box on page 47 placed in the upper  

right corner. Here the essential information is the only one used. The segment is about a house  

and the woman interviewed is the one living there. In the box there are three “categories” 

telling who lives in the house, what kind of house it is and how big it is. This box is also 

marked out by a thick black line above the text and one beneath, again marking out the 

essentials from the rest, (Björkvall 2014 p339).  

The pattern of smaller text boxes or columns continues through the magazine, a  

visual rhyme so to speak, (Björkvall 2014 p341). On page 34 is a box marked out by black 

lines starting with the number 12. The number is enhanced in big bold black text and used as 

the headline. Below this is a pink text followed by a pink ribbon in rose peddles. Both the 

pink ribbon and the colour of pink is commonly known to represent breast cancer which is 
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why the reader probably will think that is what the text is about. The text is further framed 

and demarked by a thin black line on both sides and a thicker black line on the top. In this 

segment the text is close to unnecessary the symbol of the pink ribbon has an essential 

meaning going far deeper than being just a ribbon, (Nöth 1990 p119).  

Depiction of persons  

When opening the magazine to page 11 there is a picture of a woman looking  

down with her head turned to the right. Although she is depicted from a side angle, (Björkvall 

2014 p314-315), not looking into the camera she is cropped at the chest creating a personal 

distance, (Björkvall 2014 p319). Although there is room for argument that the woman breaks 

the personal distance by not looking at the reader. Furthermore, the woman is holding her 

hand in a relaxed fist at the chest not smiling indicating a somewhat worried expression.  

Beside her is an enhanced quote stating she has been a bit scared to “show her movie in the 

US”. The text and image are met in a union enhancing the message as a pictorial 

exemplification, (Nöth 1990 p453-454). Furthermore, there is also a text at the bottom of the 

right corner stating who the woman is and what her accomplishments has been. Turning the 

page there is yet another full-page picture of the woman, (p13). This picture is in full colour 

with one column of article text running on the far right. The woman is also here in a side 

angle, (Björkvall 2014 p314-315), but is now cropped at the waste and looking into the 

camera. She is in a levelled angle, (ibid.) “looking into the eyes of the reader" you could say, 

still no smile though. Only on the last picture, (p14), does she smile. This picture has yet 

again zoomed out and cropped her at the thighs now creating a social distance, (Björkvall 

2014 p319). Taken from a front angle, (Björkvall 2014 p314-315), the woman is now looking 

up a bit to the right again holding a relaxed fist against her chest.  

In the segment following pages 114-119 a woman is photographed for a fashion  

purpose. She is depicted a in full body frame, three pictures from the front and one from a 

side angle, (Björkvall 2014 p314-315). She is smiling looking directly into the camera on all 

pictures but one, (p116). In this picture the woman is walking towards the camera turning her 

face and glance to the right, still smiling though. This is a distanced picture, (Björkvall 2014 

p319), taken from a levelled angle, (Björkvall 2014 p314-315), which is also the case for the 

other photos inside the segment. Although, the first and last pictures are taken from a closer 

distance with the woman sitting down. The first page, (p114), shows the woman in full body 

frame making it possible to see all her dress. Which is probably the goal, the distance is not of 

essence here and therefore she can be photographed in full body mode. On the first picture 
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though the woman is still closer and more enhanced than on the others. Seeing the last picture 

however, the woman is sitting down at a bar cropped from the waste up yet again smiling and 

looking right into the camera from a front- and levelled angel, (Björkvall 2014 p314-315).  

Saying “goodbye” to the reader from a personal distance, (Björkvall 2014 p319).   

Visual patterns  

In the first half of this magazine the reader gets to read many short information  

segments. As on page 8 and 9 they are even colour coded to show which text belong with 

which, (Björkvall 2014 p341). Spread out on the two pages are 3 different categories which is 

visible via the symbols they represent. On the upper left side on page 8, with the colour 

turquoise, the reader sees a symbol of two masks, one happy and one sad. They are the 

symbols for tragedy and comedy highly associated in the west world with theatre which is the 

only knowledge a reader needs to encode that message, (Barthes 1977 p153). Next to the 

symbol is the word theatre, confirming, or disconfirming, the readers association. There are 

two columns starting with a turquoise dot in bigger size and then one text surrounded by a 

turquoise frame. Inside the box is three big letter words marked in the same colour as the 

frame followed by a black smaller information text. The three text are surrounding a big 

picture depicting two people face to face with each other. As a last visual rhyme there is 

yellow lights on a turquoise background behind the two persons, (Björkvall 2014 p340-341).  

Further down on the page is a new symbol, this time in red. It is what seems to be a square 

with a triangle inside, or, what many would see as a play button, (Barthes 1977 p153). This 

column is about streaming. Also, here the segment consists of on column that starts with a red 

dot in bigger size followed by, on the next page a red framed box. Even though the segment 

moves through two pages it is divided so that it is clear they belong together. The column and 

the red box follow in the same height on the bottom of the page straight through the pages, 

(Björkvall 2014 p340-341).   

The last symbol shown in this segment is on the upper right corner of page 9. It  

is an F-clef. It may be that not many people know the name of this symbol, but it is an 

established symbol for music by also non-musicians and is what is usually connoted when 

seeing it, (Barthes 1977 p153). This segment is composed in the same way as the turquoise 

one. One coloured box, here is the colour yellow, and two columns starting with a bigger 

sized dot. There is also a picture of a famous singer who is sitting on a couch in the same 

exact colour as the yellow one for the segment, a third visual rhyme on the page, (Björkvall 
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2014 p340-341). Even though the turquoise picture is the biggest one the three segments are 

composed equal. There is no part more important than the other here.  

On page 34 and 35 there are nine small tips for the reader. This segment is a mix  

of both bright colours, bold and simple text, picture etc. What is placed in the upper left 

corner is a big picture of “American pancakes” covered in maple syrup. The picture is part of 

the column “hungry people buy unhealthy groceries”. There is a connection then between the 

pancakes and unhealthy groceries, and anchorage, (Nöth 1990 p453-454). Furthermore, the 

first word in the text is American and with the pancake being called “American pancakes” it 

is not odd to think that is what the text is going to say, even though the next word is research.  

The text is demarked by following the height of the picture, (Björkvall 2014 p335).    

In the fashion segment the magazine has decided to use an “ordinary woman” 

(not a model) as a model. She is presented in a presentational box at the top of page 115. The 

box is further framed by two black lines to be enhanced even more, (Björkvall 2014 p340). 

The photograph´s shows the woman in full body size shot in different rooms. These photos 

are then placed at the centre of the page with the information about the clothes, price, where 

to buy, size etc. is placed under. There is one line per item and the first word in every line is 

in bold making it easier for the reader to follow the text, (ibid.). There are also more clothes 

spread out around the picture as an alternative to the ones the woman is wearing. On each 

page there is a mustard yellow item placed either on the woman or around her. For example, 

she is wearing mustard yellow shoes on page 117 and on page 119 there are two earrings 

placed beside her picture. To make the picture rhyme even more there are mustard yellow 

circles containing tip´s and advices for the reader, (Björkvall 2014 p341).   

Experts and Coaches  

There are three expert and coaching segments in this magazine. They are  

however spread out across the pages. In a spread on pages 16 and 17 there are two questions 

being asked and one comment placed on a former question. The first question and answer take 

up all of page 16. However, there is a “cartoon” showing an older man and woman facing 

each other holding hands. The man also has a paper or folder underneath his other arm. This  

picture is supposedly depicting the question who has the caption “my partner is in debt”. The 

same composition goes for the other question. Here there is an older woman sitting on her 

knees with a smoking cigarette in her right hand and an ashtray in the left. In front of her is a 

small baby in diapers crawling and looking at her. The caption for this question is “smoking 

disagreements in the family”. By using pictures, the text finds more value as it gets a higher 
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support in the pictorial exemplification, (Nöth 1990 p453-454). Furthermore, there is a picture 

of a woman on the lower right corner of the left page. She is photographed from the front in a 

levelled angle, (Björkvall 2014 p314-3159), smiling sitting down. The woman is cropped just 

below the waste creating a social distance from the reader, (Björkvall 2014 p319). Again, she 

is not the readers friend but someone that can help with their lifestyle problems, (Raisborough 

2011 p4).   

When turning to the second expert section, (p42-44), it is to a part composed the  

same way as the former. In this spread though there are six questions being asked. Although, 

some, but not all, divided by a thin grey line clearly marking the questions, (Björkvall 2014 

p340). Two of the questions have been put in boxes. Furthest to the right, (p43), is a light 

purple/grey box with the headline “ouch, it itches”. Following below is the question and then, 

separated by some space, is the answer. Both columns are marked out by having the first three 

letters in bold. Showing which question belongs to which answer etc., (Björkvall 2014 

p340341).  

Furthermore, instead of using cartoons there are realistic pictures being used  

here to describe the questions. On page 42 the caption for the question on the lower half is  

“fibres in whole wheat bread”. Below the question is a picture showing four different breads 

with a variation of seeds on top. The breads are also darker indicating they are whole wheat 

and not simply white. This shows a relay in where the picture of the bread compliments the 

text nicely, (Nöth 1990 p453-454) (Barthes 1977 p156-157). What more differ the latter 

expert section from the first though is that there are no pictures or information about the 

experts. The only thing showing who they are is the fact that their name followed by their title 

has been used as the signature for the answer. This stands out from the other magazines as 

well.   

Recipe´s  

When scrolling through to the recipe section there is both pictures and text. 

What seems to be though is that on a spread one page consists of small pictures equal to the 

text and on the second page there is a much bigger picture taking up the focus. This is evident 

on pages 84 and 85 where the left page shows two smaller pictures with almost equally big 

text boxes. Here the information is all valued the same. But on the right side there is only one 

recipe with the text being on the lower side of the page and the picture taking up the rest. In 

the picture the reader gets to see the finished dish, rhubarb soup. Divided in both a plate and a 

foil form the plate is in centre of the picture while the foil form is cut in half outside the page. 
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There is also meringues and leaves spread out in and around the plate on a white table. This 

comes to show that what the magazine wants to show the readers is the soup. Maybe because 

it looks good and makes the reader want to read the recipe, (Björkvall 2014 p340).  

Furthermore, both the name of the dishes and the background of the two texts are blue. Since,  

in the start the headline reads “5 spring dishes for the freezer”. “The freezer” is in blue 

enhancing the connotation to the cold, (Barthes 1977 p153). By keeping this colour through 

the segment, the reader is supposed to understand that these dishes are also for the freezer. A 

visual rhyme through the pages, (Björkvall 2014 p341).   

  

5.1.7. Conclusion of the analysis  
In conclusion of the magazines they do remind themselves of each other.  

Although, there is a difference country wise, the magazines use the visual text similarly. 

When looking at the recipe segments, for example, there were hardly any differences worth 

mentioning. However, the use of the presentational boxes varied to some extent. The Swedish 

magazines followed the same pattern together with the Finnish Anna. While, both Menaiset 

and Søndag chose to focus on a more “professional” approach. This could of course make one 

question the difference between the magazine’s country wise. Since, also Anna didn´t have an 

Experts and Coaches segment but Menaiset did. Furthermore, all magazines depict life stories 

from both men and women.   

  

5.1. An in-depth look at the Swedish view of lifestyle 

magazines.  
When conducting the interviews, the three Swedish magazines were shown to  

the women. The aim was for the women to get a first impression of the magazines and tell 

which one they preferred based on the cover alone. After a first impression was given the 

women were encouraged to open the magazines and browse through them. To make the 

analysis easier to follow each woman has been assigned a name; Daphne, Molly, Justine, 

Joanna, Gina, Holly. Below is an analysis of their answers and impressions.  

The visual text; Effects and influences  

There were a lot of different impressions to take in when the women saw the  
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magazine covers. What was evident was the kind of emotions and reactions the visual text 

could spark. Which could be drawn back to the messages found in the image and the 

connotations made by the readers, (Barthes 1977 p153-154). Only by looking at a picture the 

respondents could become infuriated or happy etc. As when Holly said nothing caught her eye 

on the cover of Tara she mentioned she would only get “pissed” on the magazine because of 

the headline “the big butt lift”. Clearly irritated on the text since she states that these 

magazines only try to sell on women´s bad self-esteem. With her stating this it also shows that 

she believes the magazines to be aware of a collective problem women face. Women have a 

bad self-esteem because they do not look as is expected, they do not follow the socially 

constructed norm described by gender theory, (Beauvoir 2002). This way the magazines can 

sell more because they know women will buy them to feel better.  

 Before being presented with the three Swedish magazines the women were  

asked to choose the one they were drawn to first. The choice was seemingly based on the big 

upsized headlines and the subjects they felt interesting among them, (McQuail 2010 p405).  

For Holly this was Femina’s headline about the shoes, bags and jewellery of the spring. She 

told me it is because she finds shoes to be “fun”, she directly connoted “shoes” with being 

happy. The only thing Holly needed to know to understand this linguistic message was the  

Swedish language, maybe even just the Swedish word for shoes, “skor”, (Barthes 1977 p153).   

Sometimes the visual text was seen to be of help when understanding a purely  

written text. When browsing through Tara Daphne suddenly turned back a page. The page 

showed a spread where a picture covered the two pages together with a headline on the right 

page. She told me that she saw and read the text (“forgive me”), strategically placed, 

(Björkvall 2014 p340), but only registered the picture in the corner of her eye. When she 

turned the page back and really looked at the picture (two hands releasing a white dove) she 

understood the meaning of the written text. This is an pictorial exemplification since it was 

the picture that helped Daphne understand the words, (Nöth 1990 p453-454). She had to 

change her reading and instead look at the picture and its symbolic message first to 

understand the text, (Barthes 1977 p153). In this case, a white dove can be a symbol of peace, 

so, someone releasing a white dove could then likely represent an offer of truce or 

forgiveness, (ibid.). The caption “forgive me” could therefore enhance the message in which 

Daphne could connect the picture and text understanding the message from her view, 

Björkvall 2014 p340-341) Barthes 1977 p153-154). Although, the picture does not always 

comply with the written. In Femina there is a spread called “smell the world” with a 
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background picture of Arizona. This ambiguous line did not mean the spread was about 

travels but instead it was about perfumes, something Justine misunderstood. She felt the 

spread to be ridiculous and became somewhat irritated by the magazine trying to catch readers 

by “tricking” them.   

It is also apparent that the visual text creates “mind-fucks[sic]”, as one woman  

put it, for the readers. Page 28 in Femina shows a background of green plants together with 

the caption “jungle roars”. In Sweden this is a famous liquorice which is why one woman 

connoted the caption to candy, the linguistic message, (Barthes 1977 p153). However, the 

word might be associated with a certain candy but, the word itself does not mean candy. 

Showing personal knowledge to get between an intended message and an interpreted message.  

Furthermore, the background of the spread made the woman think of “Tarzan” making her 

confused as to what the spread was about. The linguistic message did not match the literal 

according to her. It didn´t take long but she had to read the body text to fully understand the 

intended subject. She herself said “yes, it is a mind-fuck[sic]”. Since, she already had 

interpreted the linguistic message the picture did not make any sense. Until she read the body 

text and her understanding of the Swedish language were able to explain the content, (Barthes 

1977 p153-154).  

Furthermore, what was almost unanimously thought was that some pictures  

were not necessary to use in a segment. This was usually brought up at the experts and 

coaches’ segment. The women didn´t think the people depicted to be reliable or necessary.  

“He looks like a wine communist/---/why should he answer “I´m not happy with my 

partner?”” and so on. Another woman associated the coaches depicted with the people 

sending in the questions, as if it were they who needed help. Confusing her in the relation 

between picture and text demanding a better knowledge to encode the messages, (Barthes 

1977 p153).  

In conclusion the effect and influence of the visual text is that it can make a  

reader decide if the text is worth reading. For example, the small text boxes were usually 

always read regardless of what or who the full text was about. Also, the pictures or images 

worked as enticement through pictorial exemplification in creating curiosity for the text, 

(Nöth 1990 p453-454). In affect the visual text can cause the reader to reflect on what they 

just saw or read. As with the experts and coaches, some reflected on the people behind the 

questions, why they wrote to the magazine, if they were lonely and so on.  
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Why read?  

The reading of these magazines was mostly used as a way of passing time. All  

women stated that they read or have read these magazines at places where they had time to 

kill, e.g. at the hairdressers or the dentist’s office etc. Anytime there happens to be a long wait 

these magazines come in handy creating an audience of time and place, (Hermes 1995 p143) 

(McQuail 2010 p398). When there is time or at a certain place the audience for this media 

form and choses their material to read, (McQuail 2010 p398). Which could also influence the 

way of the reading since, one woman stated she would read everything in a magazine 

thoroughly just to fill the time if needed. Something others also mentioned, but they would 

read more thoroughly if they had the time no matter where they were just to relax. Proving 

that the audience themselves chooses what to read no matter the target. This is consistent with 

the uses and gratification approach, (McQuail 2010 p423). The findings also coincide with 

Radway´s research saying the readers wanted to “relieve tension” among others, (Radway 

1991 p95). What seems to be is that anyone can be an audience of these magazines if the 

opportunity arises. Furthermore, the relaxation was an important factor in why the women 

were reading. It was an easy way to, as Hermes also concluded, “let go of everything else”, 

(Hermes 1995 p32-34). There was no thinking about personal relationships, work life or other 

stress factors. It was nice to be able to just “curl up” on the couch with a bowl of candy 

reading a magazine. This is also mentioned in Janice Radway´s study Reading the romance,  

(1984). The reading of romance novels worked to escape reality and all its expectations,  

(Radway 1991 p95-96). What seems to be the fact of the reading of lifestyle magazines to.  

Since, the respondents want to, as mentioned above, escape work life and other stress factors 

etc.   

Another main reason for why the women reads these magazines were for  

inspirational purposes. In Amelia there is an article about “Skåne, the Swedish riviera” giving 

tips on places to visit there. Since, Skåne is close to Halmstad, where the women live, some 

found the segment to be fun and smart to read. Making the place an important factor for the 

reader creating a new audience, (McQuail 2010 p398) (McQuail 2010 p410). What was 

ascribed to the image though was a mental picture of a sudden get away on a nice but boring 

summer weekend, an anchorage perhaps? (Nöth 1990 p453-454) (Barthes 1977 p156-157)  

Directing the reader straight to a fantasy of “the good life” maybe. This leads to a possible 

argument that “Skåne” is not the only word creating this mental picture. By writing riviera, a 
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word used often together with “the French”, a more romanticised picture could be created, 

(Barthes 1977 p153).   

The tips, advices and text boxes used in the magazines were especially liked by  

all of the women. They read this because they usually provided a fast read, which was an 

important quality. To be able to put down the magazine and continue reading later was 

favourable for the women. This is in line with Hermes study where the reason for reading 

women´s magazines were because they were practical and convenient, (Hermes 1995 p143), 

and so “putdownable”, (Hermes 1995 p32-34). Which the women of this study concluded 

above. Furthermore, with the text boxes the reading could be made more effective since the 

decision if a text was worth reading could be made faster. “It saves me time/---/without it I 

might read a long piece before realizing that this wasn’t for me” as one of the women said. 

This was a common notion for the women, they wanted the text to be fast and easily read. 

Something that became more evident in the work-out section of Amelia. There is a spread of 

work-out instructions easy to read and easy to follow. Something that you could “rip out and 

save” according to Molly.   

Finding meaning in the text  

When reading texts in general the women wanted to be able to relate otherwise  

the text wasn´t always worth reading. For example, when Gina saw the headline about moms 

with children who has NPF on the cover of Amelia she directly turned to that page. I asked her 

why she found this article the most interesting and she told me “I have a son with ADHD/--- 

/It´s a little bit me, I know how it feels and how it is”. She immediately recognized herself in the 

text and the reading became meaningful for her. Furthermore, there was a divide in the opinions 

of this text with a clear focus on the recognizability. While this text also became meaningful for 

Holly because she works as a specialist nurse in psychiatry Daphne stated the text to be 

uninteresting because she couldn´t relate, they are not an equal audience, (McQuail 2010 p406). 

However, she also stated that if the text had been about mothers of children with CP she would´ve 

read it because this she understands and can relate to. Three respondents talked about this article, 

one made an active choice to read this segment first, the second one was a nurse and the third one 

skipped it all together. And, when looking at the targeted audience one could assume it is for 

mother with children having NPF, (McQuail 2010 p413). Holly said she read the article because 

she is a specialist nurse in psychiatry not fitting into the “audience intended”. This only proves 
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the theory of the active audience. All can join the audience if they want to, coming in with 

different knowledge and experiences, (McQuail 2010 p406).  

When looking through Amelia there was an article about becoming a  

grandmother at the age of 39. Which one of the women immediately was interested in. She 

said “[this] I could´ve read beacuse I also became a grandmother at that age, I was 40”. This 

was something relevant she could recognize herself in. For her, she had lived this life. Proving 

the importance of being able to recognize oneself and relate to the text. Through the reading 

an interpretative community, (McQuail 2010 p406), might have be created. The respondent 

shared the same experience as the woman in the article finding a mutual ground. In the end 

the need to recognize oneself in the text was found to be the single one top reason for the 

women to find meaning in their reading. All respondents saw something in the magazines 

representing a part of their life and they all wanted to read that text. It meant something to 

them. Through their eyes the text brought meaning and pleasure, (ibid.).   

Another way the text seems to find meaning is if it is useful for the reader. There  

was a red thread of the search for inspiration and advices in the interviews. Some answers 

simply stated I read this because I want to learn, or I want to do this someday. When 

browsing through Tara one woman stopped at the work-out travel segment and started 

reading. I asked her why and she told me this was something she would like to do someday. 

She could read the text and get information and inspiration on how to do this. The text only 

brings meaning to her because this is something she wants in her personal life, outside the 

magazine. Joanna described this as “It is not always what I want rather than what I need”. For 

her the reading of a text doesn´t have to have a meaning because she wants to read it rather 

finds its meaning in the need she has for it. Something found to be a theme with the other 

women to. They are active choosers in their media experience as well as an available audience 

for the content, (McQuail 2010 p413).  

Depiction of women  

When talking about the depiction of women in these magazines a lot of  

descriptive words were used; nice, beautiful, perfect, styled, corrected etc. Even though some 

thought the depiction was varied the description all fit the same profile. They were talking 

about a beautiful successful and sometimes “normal” woman. But, as one woman said, “we 

older people have learned through the years and have the experience to know that it is not like 

this”. She points to the fact that the women have been “styled to the maximum” by 
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professionals and then retouched for the magazine. Creating a construction of how women 

should be or “how they already are”, (Beauvoir 2002 p698). This fits right in with Simone 

Beauvoir´s theory of one becoming a woman rather than being born as one, (Beauvoir 2002 

p325). It is clear the women see a certain depiction of women, but it is also clear that they 

know this is not reality. By stating older people have the experience and knowledge to know 

that women do not look like this is also saying that this needs to be learnt. When being 

younger this was not that evident. Although, Hirdman concludes that during the 1970s, when 

the respondent grew up, the female body became more sexualized by the magazines 

Veckorevyn and Fib. Aktuellt, (Hirdman 2003 p243).  

Furthermore, women were believed to be reduced to their appearance in the  

magazines. For example, the article about Sofi Fahrman, (Amelia p28-35), caught one 

woman´s eye especially. She felt the interview to be a serious one where the woman talked 

about her relationships and work life. Still though, the pictures shown of the woman was felt 

to only focus on her looks, depicting her as a “photo-model”, which didn´t go with the quote  

“it is 2019 why should I be stripped of all my merits?”. The woman means that had the article 

been about finding a new style or so then these pictures would have worked better. In this 

context though it only became degrading. A product of gender as a social construction, 

(Beauvoir 2002) (Butler 1993). Even though women have their merits and it is 2019 gender 

theory suggest there is a fixed idea on how to be a woman, (Beauvoir 2002 p133) (Beauvoir 

2002 p698). Since, many of the respondent didn´t recognize themselves in the depiction of the 

women it could be a reason for why they reacted. It became more visible.   

Both Joanna and Holly mentioned how tired they were of the depiction of  

women in these magazines. Holly was a bit more irritated and deemed it all to be “bullshit”. 

She felt the magazines to “earn money on objectifying women”. Something that helps them 

sell their magazines, it is a play on “women´s bad self-esteem”. This was also what Joanna 

talked about. The magazines never talk about women being good enough as they are instead 

there is a bunch of “musts” women have to do to fit a certain view, (Beauvoir 2002 p698). 

This view becomes more evident with the women stating unfortunately I will never be able to 

look like that, or I wish I could wear that etc. It is clear the women see a certain depiction of 

women, but they do not all reflect on them. Otherwise there would be no ground for using the 

word unfortunately. If women weren´t framed with being judged for not acting or looking a 

certain way, then there would be more room for freedom. When asked what they thought of 

the depiction some of the women answered that it was varied. But, presented with the answer 
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it was shown to be, as mentioned above, all in the same category. A view matching perhaps 

both Beauvoir´s and Butler´s gendered perspective.   

Who reads these magazines, why?   

The respondents were asked who they believed read these magazines and why. 

Their answers were quite similar and the people reading these magazines was first and 

foremost identified as women, both older and younger. This because the magazines were seen 

to be read by different ages. Amelia was deemed to be read by women aged 20-35 while Tara 

and Femina were thought to be read by women between 40-60. Something the respondents 

judged by the presentation of the magazines, as they “looked a certain way”, (Lövgren 2016 

p12). The respondents also believed these women to either be reading to pass time, as Hermes 

writes, (Hermes 1995 p143), or because they had an interest in the subject/text they were 

reading and/or wants to be influenced by fashion trends etc., “I think it´s surely fashion 

interested people, people who wants to keep up/---/ if you have an interest”. A more of a 

targeted audience, (McQuail 2019 p413).  

The text above describes who the respondents believe read the magazines. But,  

something all women mentioned during the interviews were that they have read or do read 

these magazines themselves at the dentist or the hairdresser etc. When visiting the hairdresser 

some were even presented by a pile of these magazines to read while waiting for, as an 

example, the “[hair]colour to dry”. The magazines were also presented at some of the 

women´s workplace as they work in a doctor’s office with a waiting room. The interesting 

part of this is that the respondents actually described themselves in answering who read these 

magazines. They talked about why they read magazines and where they read magazines but 

did not seem to be aware of their own likeness to their description. These magazines might 

not be that prestigious to read so is there a denial in the enjoyment of reading them? Maybe 

they are read in a satiric sense separating these readers from regular readers. Afterall Hermes 

did write that “non-readers” were critical against these magazines and sometimes even their 

readers. Although, she concludes that women who reads women´s magazines know they are 

being criticised for this but have accepted the critique and choose to ignore it, (Hermes 1995 

p29-31.). What it seemed though was that there was a difference in those who read these 

magazines. Not all want to be seen as a part of this audience, but when there is time to pass, 

they are as good as any. So, are there really an audience for these magazines then? Hermes 

showed women´s magazines to not have any cultural value among its readers, (Hermes 1995 
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p143), maybe this follows the same pattern. They might only be a convenient reading material 

for when nothing else exists. Yet again creating an audience of time and place. An audience 

that has no connection to each other and that can re-form based on their preferences, 

(McQuail 2010 p410).  

Furthermore, the women interviewed are of different age, are working with  

various jobs (teaching, health care, the government etc.) and live in different areas. Showing a 

wide spread of readers not really framed by a social order, more than being mostly read by 

women. This goes hand in hand with Hermes conclusion of class being a non-factor when 

searching for readers of women´s magazines, (Hermes 1995 p144). But, based on the women 

of the study those reading the magazines are those in need of advice/inspiration.   

  

5.1.2. Conclusion of the analysis   
In conclusion the people reading these magazines could be anybody, most usually  

though they are female. The reason for them reading was to find inspiration and advices in the 

texts or to just pass time when waiting somewhere. In the latter case most parts and texts were 

read more thoroughly. Furthermore, there must be some interest or recognizability in the text 

read, since, a need to relate was found to be very important. Lastly, the depiction of women 

was seen as varied by some and directed by others. Although, there was a clear picture 

painted matching the same criterions. Believing women to be beautiful, perfect and corrected 

etc.   

  

  

6. Discussion  
The aims of this study were to find the importance of visual text for lifestyle 

magazines, to what degree it was important for the readers and to understand how the reading 

could affect women´s daily life. This discussion will show the answers to these aims and also 

answer the questions posed.  

  

6.1 Visual text  
In the analysis it was shown that when deciding if to read a text or not the 

respondents usually based this on the headline. This because, according to them, it was the 
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first thing they saw and read, which of course could have been intended from the magazines 

point of view, (Björkvall 2014 p340). One could further argue this to be because when 

looking at a spread or a page one might start to read the written text immediately without 

realizing the pictures have already been registered. Since, people are using their eyes to 

register images all day they are used to “live” visual text. The written text might stand out 

from the received visual text of everyday and therefore be more noticed. As when Daphne 

didn´t “see” the picture of the white dove even though reading the text. She registered the 

picture and that was what made her turn back. She got curious and wanted to understand the 

text. Showing how the visual text can influence a reader that has already read the written word 

(via pictorial exemplification), (Nöth 1990 p453-454).  

When looking at the composition of the visual text in the magazines it was made 

thoughtfully. Seen by, for example, all headlines being enhanced with different fonts and 

colours. The reader can then make out what text belongs with what parts and where a text 

starts etc. a clever way to create a structure easy for the reader to follow, (Björkvall 2014 

p340-341). Furthermore, in Amelia they used the same red colour on, what seemed to be, 

important text to connect the magazine. Which is, in the end, a long visual rhyme following 

binder to binder appearing important to the magazine, (Björkvall 2014 p341). One can then 

wonder how important the visual text is for the magazine. The effort put in to perfect the 

visual text must be tremendously, showing it has a big impact for the magazine. In turn you 

could argue this to prove the effect, or influence, the visual text has on the reader. It wouldn´t 

be so much work behind the visual text if it had been “whatever”. What could more be 

attributed to this is the saying that when something is connected there is a “red thread” to it. 

Meaning, for example, the red colour following Amelias pages. This could be seen as an 

anchorage directing a message of remembering which magazine one is reading. Trying to 

influence the reader with “subtle” tricks gaining the magazine, (Nöth 1990 p453-454).   

Looking at the covers all magazines depicted smiling women, from a front- and 

levelled angle, (Björkvall 2014 p314-315), as their cover model. This could be due to the 

social construction of gender. A woman is supposed to smile and be warm and welcoming to 

her environment. After all, as Beauvoir states, a woman “captious” and “has no sense for truth 

and precision”, (Beauvoir 2002 p698). She is the mother, the wife etc. people might expect to 

feel safe and comfortable with her, which is associated with smiling. Furthermore, only two of 

the magazines, Tara and Femina, did not use famous people as cover models. However, the 

famous people used on the covers were typically only famous in the country of origin.  
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Probably a technique used since an international superstar would be “cool” to read about, but 

a national celebrity might feel easier to relate too one would think. And, being from the same 

country can create a deeper relationship between the reader and the celebrity. It is the 

recognizability coming again. Celebrities are probably interesting to many people and the 

cover, followed by an inside article, could be enough for a reader to choose a certain 

magazine.   

Placed around the models on the cover was both written and visual text in different 

sizes, colours and fonts etc. For example, Annas cover used the colours pink and black for the 

name of the magazine and some of the headlines. A “trick” to get the reader to see this 

information first maybe leading to the belief that these captions are the most important for the 

magazine to share, (Björkvall 2014 p340). The reason for this could be because it is these 

topics that the targeted reader is interested in, (McQuail 2010 p413). When then standing in 

the store to choose a magazine the reader might prefer a certain magazine because of the 

marked-out headlines. At the same time though if reading all headlines properly the choice 

might be different. When later opening the magazines, it was clear that even though the 

composition can look a bit different it is still similar visuality used. There seems to be a, 

maybe cultural, media tradition in how the basic of the visual text should be used. For 

example, the magazines all presents the subject of an article with a small text box. This looked 

different in both the Danish magazine and one of the Finnish but was essentially the same, the 

necessary information was presented. When it comes to famous people though it seemed more 

important in the Danish magazine to present the accomplishments of the person rather than 

how old they were or how their family situation looked like. Then again, one Finnish 

magazine followed the Danish footsteps and the other the Swedish. Which leads me to believe 

that a wider magazine analysis is needed to be done to see differences country wise.  

Although, the three Swedish magazines could almost be identical.  

Furthermore, the magazines were analysed by different categories. These categories 

were found in each magazine, with the exception of Experts and Coaches in Anna. Here a 

pattern of content is found. A pattern also following the visual. The analysis shows how alike 

the different magazines are when it comes to these categories. For example, if put in the right 

language the recipe section could be moved into any of these magazines. It was like there was 

a custom for how to present food and recipe´s. The reason for this is quite unclear. What is 

understood though is that this is the way it works. Six magazines from three different 
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countries showed the same visuality. What made this custom even clearer was the fact that 

none of the interviewed women reacted to this segment. Probably because this is how people 

are used to it. It could be a deep cultural trait, mentioned above, depicting how people in the 

Nordic region, or even the western world, view food. Another valid reason though could be 

the existence of a media custom dictating how these segments should be put together.   

 6.2 

Women  
When looking at the depiction of women, and other people, the Finnish magazines 

stood out a lot. Both had articles about the Finnish women´s hockey team each with a fullpage 

picture of the team players. These were the only magazines enhancing sports, or portraying 

women in a more masculine sense, with a feminist and gendered perspective according to 

societies standards, (Beauvoir 2002). Furthermore, the Finnish athletes did not smile, they did 

not wear any make up and one of the pictures was even taken with full on sport equipment 

turning away from the reader. This is not something that would be synonym with the typical 

construction of women Beauvoir is writing about. It doesn´t go hand in hand with Barthes 

semiotics either. Hockey equipment would give connotations of fighting, sweat, harshness etc. 

and ultimately men, (Barthes 1977 p153). Furthermore, the other magazines only had one 

person looking away from the camera through the whole segment, that was a man, (Amelia). 

Of course, the content matter but this article was about a man losing his wife, a woman, to 

mercy killing. The difference between the depiction of men and women becomes evident in 

this article when the man shows a picture of the woman smiling looking to the camera while 

he doesn’t. It may be the intention that she should get all the attention of the picture but, at the 

same time, it seems someone in the picture needs to create a relationship to the reader. This is 

put on the woman not only because she is the one to relate to “gender wise” but, as Beauvoir 

states, she has certain part ascribed to her, (Beauvoir 2002 p698). She is a mother, a wife, a 

person to feel safe with. Since, the reader probably is supposed to be a woman it is maybe 

believed she (the reader) would get a better connection with another woman (the depicted).   

Comparing the depiction of persons in the magazines it seemed that the Swedish 

ones had a more stereotypical view of how women should look. This is based on the fact that 

the Swedish magazines depicted almost all women smiling with make-up “looking nice”. The 

Finnish and Danish magazines did not. They had a greater variety of women where 
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accomplishments seemed to be more important. As with the presentation of the Danish actress 

where her accomplishments were presented instead of her private life. This was the same in  

Menaiset where they even highlighted a famous man being a “doctors’ husband”. Here the 

gender roles almost turn making this role seem like an achievement to be proud of for the man 

in difference to traditional values, (Beauvoir 2002 p326-328).  

The observation of the stereotypical women in the Swedish magazines was also 

evident in the answers from the interviewed women. Without even reflecting the women in 

the magazines were described as beautiful. But, can we really say what beauty is? Well, it 

seems the magazines has decided that for the reader. Riding on a societal wave deciding how 

women should be, (Beauvoir 2002 p698). All the captions and headlines about how to get the 

best hair or how to lift your ass is proven to “solve” the problems “ordinary” woman have, it´s 

the makeover-culture Raisborough writes about, (Raisborough 2011 p4). A lifestyle problem 

is found and now it is going to be “solved” in an eternity of never-ending advices. When 

seeing, or reading, headlines showing “the best butt” there will be a consensus in what the 

perfect butt is. And, since the picture of how a body should look changes over time there is 

never an end to becoming better, having a better body etc., (ibid.) Here a new audience is 

created. One that is looking for expert advices on how to be better. It is the semiotics and 

social practises of culture that is adjusting one’s subjectivity, influencing the life, (McQuail 

2010 p423) (Machor & Goldstein 2001 p203).  

 Even though most of the women interviewed felt they were not being affected by 

the captions mentioned above or knew what the message entailed they still felt they couldn´t 

do certain things. By saying “I wish I could wear that” or “unfortunately I can´t” a value is put 

on appearance. And so, on what it means to look and/or be a woman. Feeling one can´t do or 

wear something because it doesn´t fit them builds a wall around the space for self-expression 

and identity. Restricting freedom and in the end life. The real existence of this disappears in 

the periphery when it is so deeply scorn in the minds of people that they don´t even realize it 

is happening.   

In finding meaning to a text it was evident that the women got this through  

recognizability. If they could relate to the text or see themselves in it there was a meaning in 

reading. Although, this is a question of connotations as much as it is about seeing oneself.  

Otherwise it would be enough to say since “I am a woman therefore I will recognize myself in 

all texts about women”. Well, much thanks to gender theory we know that this isn´t true. 
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There is more to one’s identity than one´s gender. For example, while Gina wanted to read 

about the mothers of children with NPF Daphne wouldn´t. Both are women around the same 

age with older children still, they choose different directions, why? Their thoughts are 

traveling to different places and while one can identify with the mothers the other can´t, 

(Barthes 1977 p153). Thus, the text is not worth reading for her. This is a basic of audience 

theory and reception study. The reader choose itself what they want to read no matter who the 

content was intended for, (McQuail 2010 p405). Gina and Holly were ready to read the text 

for different reasons and they both have different knowledge of the subject. One being a 

specialist nurse and one being a mother. Both though recognize and sees something based on 

the subject read.   

The reason for reading lifestyle magazines was, according to the respondents, 

because it was fun, entertaining, relaxing, it passed time etc. Some even mentioned it was nice 

to see others having a worse life than you. Well, in this era with social media giving the 

possibilities for people to show their [perfect] life can one really blame others wanting to read 

about other people´s misery? Although, still looking for advice in common questions and 

articles, proving reading was also done to find answers to ordinary problems found by the 

readers, everyday problems will arise and there are others, ordinary people with ordinary 

lives, that has it far worse than oneself giving a confirmation that life is good, (Raisborough 

2011 p4) (Lykke Christiansen 2008 p24).  

All respondents mentioned reading lifestyle magazines at the hairdresser or at the 

dentist. One woman, a nurse, also mentioned them to exist in the waiting area at her job. It 

then seems to be a common belief that people do want to read such magazines while waiting 

for or during appointments. This belief must have come from somewhere and is staying even 

today. Radway’s study concludes women reading romance novels to relax and “blow of some 

steam”, you could say. They wanted to get away from their ordinary life without being 

judged, (Radway 1991 p95). This is what women of this study also claimed. It was a nice 

break from the “outside life”. And since they also read to pass time the hairdresser and so on 

are perfect places to read. But, why is a break from reality, or “outside life” needed? Of 

course, work life can be hectic and balancing this with private life could be stressful. But then, 

could there be expectations and responsibility to avoid when being a woman or is it simply 

nice for everyone to take a magazine break? Even though the Nordic countries have become 

very equal in gender it doesn´t change the fact that there still exists pay gaps and uneven 

distribution of job placements. This could lead to, if having to choose who should work the 
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most in a heterosexual relationship, the woman working less hours at work and instead putting 

them at home. Well, it is natural I would say that the one being home at most is taking more 

care of the home. But when it is based on gender inequality it is not fully a free choice. 

Understandably the magazines then becomes an escape from all the musts one might not 

really want to do, (Radway 1991 p95).   

Furthermore, there could be an interesting study in looking at the magazines 

disposed at these waiting places. Are there any differences? Do the waiting areas choose 

magazines based on their clienteles, on age, gender, occupation etc. or are they just placed 

there out of habit? Any matter, the magazines are obvious being read, by the woman of this 

study too. But, this reading seems to be more meaningless since in waiting one can read most 

things without a notable connection. As Hermes concludes in her study reading magazines 

does not always have a value, (Hermes 1995 p143).  

Gender is, according to Butler and Beauvoir, a social construction. Creating women 

as a social group, (Beauvoir 2002) (Butler 1993). This is one reason for why the magazines 

turn to women as being the same, having the same interest etc. The depiction of women and 

the respondent’s careless notion that they will never be that shows how deep this cultural 

understanding has become. The use of visual text and semiotics, e.g. known signs, expected 

denotations and connotations etc., (Barthes 1977 p153-154), could work as a “trick” to keep 

the social order as it is. As Beauvoir said, “one is not born, but rather becomes, a woman”, 

(Beauvoir 2002 p325). Of course, being subjected to this while growing up explains the 

expectations women are anticipated to follow. Women should be a certain way, and this could 

make them an easier social group to influence. By that I mean the content of the magazines 

almost becomes universal. The women are an available and targeted audience made possible 

by the social constructions of gender, (McQuail 2010 p413). A construction probably made by 

men and led by women, who has now been told they are alike for such a long time that they 

themselves expect certain interests and responsibilities to come. Limiting their possibilities to 

live a fully free life based on own genuine interests.  

  

6.1. What the study says about health, welfare and lifestyle in the 

Nordic region  
  What is learnt about health, welfare and lifestyle in this study is that even though 

equality exists in the Nordic region women are still being depicted in a less flattering way. 
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Hirdman´s study showed how the female body became more sexualized in both female and 

male magazines while her sexuality disappeared, (Hirdman 2004 p243). And, while the 

magazines obviously create recognizability for their readers in the written none of the 

respondents saw themselves in the depiction of women. This, of course, can be harmful both 

to the welfare system and the health of women. Contradicting Hirdman´s theory of the 

narcissistic mirror view, (Hirdman 2004 p263). However, this might exist in the text. 

Furthermore, the depictions might contribute to women seeing themselves as different and 

maybe even outsiders of the accepted. It is not news that “not fitting in” can tear a lot on a 

person’s mental strength. Women can work till their last day to try to look like Kim  

Kardashian without getting plastic surgery just because this is “how a woman should be”. It is 

scary to see that some of the respondents knew that this wasn’t them, but that this was 

something they had learned by age, (Beauvoir 2002).   

  What this does for the welfare system though could be even more harming. 

Without women empowerment development has proven to slow down. The Nordic countries 

are front-runners in this field but the text above shows a text telling women how they should 

act and look. Is this empowerment? Fortunately, many people are working for gender rights 

and the reality of them being different. Just because someone is a woman she doesn´t have to 

be or have the same interests as another woman. And although, the magazines are showing 

strong women telling their stories the pictures tell another. There is a paradox where the 

written and the visual text doesn´t match. The message could get caught by the unconscious 

creating a vicious cycle of socially constructed cultural traits not many people know they 

follow.  

  

6.1. Conclusion   
When looking at the discussion it is evident that the visual text is important for  

the lifestyle magazines. Even though not fully realizing it the respondents chose texts to read 

based on the visual. In their words it was the written text of the headlines that was important, 

but, it was obvious it was the visual text that drew them in. This was used by the magazines as 

composition was thoroughly thought through by, for example, creating “red threads” showing 

the same colour throughout the magazine, (Björkvall 2014 p340-341). Directed messages 

were also found in the visual text proving the magazines awareness of what the visual text 

was capable of. Further, the covers displayed some of the content of the magazines. Not all 
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information was chosen to be shared and the text were colour coded and marked out by 

different compositions. As with the Finnish magazine Anna matching the colour of the title 

with some of the headlines, (ibid.).   

As mentioned above the visual text was not something the respondents seemed  

to be actively thinking of. Although, when asked about it there were opinions on what was 

good and not so good, what they liked and not liked and so on. It seemed that the small text 

boxes were a favourite segment though, they were almost always read, as was everything 

made to ease the reading. This, of course, affected the reading of the women since they 

adapted to the content based on this short information, together with the headlines. Showing 

the visual text to be important for the readers too, even though they were not always aware of 

it.   

When looking at how the reading could affect women´s daily life it is seen that  

they might be reluctant to somethings based on their “previous” knowledge. Saying things as  

“unfortunately I can never” or “I can´t do that/wear that” shows that this “knowledge” might 

have been accepted as one’s own. This affects the freedom of women´s basic daily life since 

these beliefs probably are a product of the social construction of gender, (Beauvoir 2002 

p325). With this value put on appearance´s the limits of women and their life are restrained to 

the norms accepted by society. Furthermore, the reading of the magazines was often meant to 

find inspiration and tips to use in everyday life. Which will also affect how women live their 

lives. Searching yet again for the help to solve ordinary problems how to best fix your hair or 

how to best train your ass. Closing the circle of the relation between lifestyle media and 

makeover-culture, (Raisborough 2011 p4) (Lykke Christensen 2008 p24).   
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Appendix  
Interview structure   

 What do you think of when I say lifestyle magazines?  

 What magazines do you read?  
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 Can you tell me about something you have read in those magazines?  

 Have you bought a magazine only based on the cover?  

 Who do you think read these magazines, who are they targeting?  

 What do you think of the depiction of women, do you recognize 

yourself?  

 What do you think others think of the depiction of women?  
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